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Our Whole Selves 
As Well as Our Full Time
By V. H. Lewis, General Superintendent
T h e  r e a l  c o s t  o f  a n y t h i n g  is ascertained by the amount of 
“ life” that is put into it. Certainly this would be true of redemp­
tion. Christ put His life into it. Since it was so costly to Him, 
He has a right to ask us to put our lives into it.
That is exactly the price of salvation— the life of the in­
dividual who seeks it. But the minister has the great responsi­
bility of joining with Christ in offering eternal life to others. 
Paul makes us keenly aware of this as he writes, “ Now then we 
are ambassadors for Christ, as though God did beseech you by 
us: we pray you in Christ’s stead, be ye reconciled to G od” 
(II Cor. 5 :20 ).
The secular society, by  its deliberate neglect of the Church 
and its ministries to men, would convey the idea that our assign­
ment is not vital or important. But it is! It is terribly important! 
The fate of men, the destiny of the w orld depend upon it.
The task of “ life offering” is the w orld ’s greatest task. Only 
those called of God should accept it as a full-time calling. But 
let no man make it a part-time calling. It demands our all and 
is worth our all.
It isn’t so much the years we are putting into the ministry 
of soul seeking and saving, but how much of our lives are we 
putting into it? H ow much we care— how much we give— how 
m uch we invest of our very selves in this great task are going 
to determine how  much our ministry is really worth.
If there is m ore to this ministry than I am giving it, then 
I must give it my very heart and soul. If there is more in me 
than God has gotten from  me in ministry, then by all means 
God must have it.
This costly “ pearl of great price” is in m y care to the extent 
that I am vested with the responsibility of preaching its worth 
and availability to others.
What a glorious assignment! Let us as preachers in the 
Church of the Nazarene give our very best to this our great 
life-consuming, life-offering gospel.
' f e » / f e ~ ' > E D I T O R
The Prayer Life of Owls and Larks
Re c e n t l y  t h e  p a p e r s  carried the story of the English clergym an who delivered newspapers every morning at 5: 30 six days a week, “ to set an 
example to country clergymen who are tempted to stay in bed too late in 
the mornings.” He further explained: “ I ’m a country parson, there is a 
temptation to lie abed in the mornings. I felt I needed some self-discipline. 
The m oney’s handy, too.”
Here is a canny Scot, even though he does live in Dorset rather than 
Scotland, for he not only combines exercise with self-discipline, but makes 
them both pay. H owever one wonders if his 5: 30 stint might pay even m ore—  
though in a different currency— and without the slightest loss of self-dis- 
ciplinary value, if he spent that golden hour in prayer instead of selling 
papers. Maybe he prays later in the day. M aybe he is not a typical modern-day 
cleric who complains that he can’t seem to find time to pray. But in that 
case he is a rare specimen in more ways than being a “ lark.”
City parsons too are tempted to “ lie abed” in the mornings. If exercise 
alone is sought, then by all means peddle papers. But if the real objective is 
discipline plus spiritual power, let the preacher emulate the hour but not the 
avocation. Let him pray instead.
But if the man of God is an “ ow l” instead of a “ lark,” and is more 
alert late at night than so early in the morning, let him turn off the 
TV  (if he is addicted) or put up the book and go to his knees. As 
a disciplinary measure 10: 00 p.m. will serve just as well as 5: 30 a.m.
A  few months back a national magazine told the dramatic story of a 
preacher who did just exactly that. One night while watching the “ late 
show,” as was his custom, he began to w onder what w ould happen if he 
spent that precious time in prayer instead. The upshot was that he sold his 
T V  set for $10.00 (he was the only one in his family that watched it a n y w ay ), 
and thereafter went to his study at 10: 00 p.m., where he remained in prayer 
for from  one to several hours. The result? A  revival in his own heart, but 
also a remarkable, Spirit-guided ministry among the youth gangs of New 
York City.
It is still true that we organize our time according to our system of 
values, and the man who really wants to pray will manage to do so. And 
praying, whether at 5:30 in the morning or 10:00 at night, is far m ore in 
keeping with the minister’s holy calling than either selling papers or watching 
TV.
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When Is a Revival Campaign a Success?
' T ' h e r e  w a s  o n l y  o n e  convert in the backwoods revival in the New Hope
Methodist church in Louisiana, and he was a teen-ager. From  the stand­
point of statistics the effort could be said to be a failure. But that one 
convert was R oy T. Williams, later to be a college president, mighty 
preacher, author, and for twenty-eight years general superintendent.
W ho is presumptuous enough to pronounce any sincere effort for souls 
a failure? W e are dealing with intangible forces in the spiritual realm. Some 
seed requires many seasons to reach maturity.
No carefully planned revival, backed by earnest prayer and promoted by 
sound, anointed, loving preaching, could possibly fail. The laws of the Spirit 
rule out such a possibility. God is faithful, the promises are valid, the Spirit 
is working, the W ord will not return void. Some good will be done which 
will strengthen the K ingdom  among men, and be found in the records of 
heaven.
That some revivals seem to be more fruitful than others is obvious. But 
even so, our evaluation in terms of comparative visible results is perilous. 
The “ b ig” meeting may prove featherweight in the divine scales, and the 
“ little” meeting world-shaking in its ultimate results.
Only crass materialism will measure the success or failure of revivals 
in terms of the dollars spent per seeker. For board members or pastors to 
figure the cost of converts per head and complain that the cost is too high 
is as m ercenary as Judas carping at M ary for breaking the alabaster box 
They should take another look at what happened to Judas, then go back to 
the business of prom oting revivals.
On the Twenty-third Psalm
In “ pastures green” ? Not always; som etim es He 
W ho know etli best in kindness leadeth me 
In w eary ways, w here heavy shadows be.
And by “ still waters” ? No, not always so;
Ofttim es the heavy tem pests round m e blow,
And o ’er m y soul the w aves and billows go.
But when the storm beats loudest, and I cry  
Aloud for help, the M aster standeth by,
And whispers to m y soul, “ Lo, it is I.”
So, when H e leads me, I can safely go,
And in the blest hereafter I shall know  
W hy, in His wisdom, He hath led me so.
Author unknown
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W here there is no pastoral vision 
our youth perish
Are Our Youth Camps in Danger?
By Dwaine Hildie*
W h a t ’ s  going to becom e of our youth camps? It may com e as 
a surprise to some who read this that 
anyone is concerned about a danger 
to them, for surely they are growing 
in numerical strength all across the 
church. The danger which threatens 
our camps is not that they will be 
starved out in lack of popularity. The 
danger is that our camps will con­
tinue to thrive in popularity and nu­
merical strength, and yet fail to 
achieve the purpose for which they 
were born: namely, the evangelism 
of our boys and girls, and the con­
sequent development of Christian 
character.
Over the past quarter of a century 
the business of summer camps in 
our church has grown from  very 
small beginnings to an enrollment of 
some fourteen thousand boys and 
girls and young people. Thousands 
of dollars have been expended by the 
church in the development of camp 
facilities with which to conduct these 
summer camps. This is altogether 
reasonable, for with the burning zeal 
o f evangelism of our church, what 
would be more natural than to de­
velop and promote an agency for 
evangelizing youth? Through the 
years the camps have demonstrated 
over and over again that they are 
about the most effective means we 
have at our command in the business
♦Pastor, Edmonton, Alberta 
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of bringing our young people into a 
vital Christian experience, and un­
told thousands of our now mature 
church leadership date the begin­
nings of a Christian experience to an 
altar someplace in a Nazarene sum­
mer camp. Youth evangelism was the 
original purpose of the camp program, 
and when we have lost that part of 
the program we have not lost a part, 
but we have lost the whole, of the 
cam p’s excuse for being.
It is doubtful that any of us are 
prepared to acknowledge that our 
camp program is not evangelistic. It 
is, in intent. The difficulty lies in the 
increasing difficulty to obtain the 
level of leadership needed with which 
to do more than a superficial job  of 
getting young people to make a de­
cision for Christ, or in going beyond 
that point, in the developm ent of 
proper estimates of values which 
com pose so large a part in character 
development. W ithout that level of 
leadership we are inevitably reduced 
to the operation of a camp program 
which is “ religious” without being 
vital. The end result will be that we 
might as well spare ourselves the con­
siderable m oney and effort demanded 
by our church camp program, and 
send our boys and girls to camps 
provided by other recognized youth 
agencies for a week of the same sort 
of good, clean, wholesome recreation 
we are geared to provide for them!
The Nazarene Preacher
The problem s are centered almost 
entirely in the matter o f leadership. 
For every 100 youngsters in camp, 
we should have a minimum of 10 
counselors, apart from  the usual ad­
ditional com plement of cook-staff, 
chaplain, camp director, life guard, 
etc., etc. In smaller camps many of 
these tasks “ double up,” with the 
same person doing m ore than one 
task; and in the young people’s in­
stitutes a totally different pattern of 
leadership is required. But in the 
great area of junior and junior high 
age camps, it is expected that we 
should operate with no less than one 
leader for each ten youngsters, and 
it w ould be far better if the ratio of 
leadership were w orked out on the 
basis of one to eight.
From  where do w e expect to get 
this leadership? If you ask most of 
us pastors we are quick to respond 
that “ we need to get the laymen of 
our churches into this program !” This 
would be wonderful, for in all our 
churches w e have lay men and w om ­
en who have the capacity with which 
to do a superb w ork  with our young­
sters in the summer camps. However, 
most of our lay folk  do not have 
eight weeks of summer vacation. If 
they occupy positions where they 
have but two or three weeks of vaca­
tion time they, just like the pastor, 
usually want to take some time for 
a family outing, and in the case of 
our camps, when one goes to work 
there, it cannot be thought of as a 
family vacation.
Since the beginnings of the camp 
w ork  in our church, the pastors and 
their wives have been the back­
bone of the camp staff. There are 
usually a few  schoolteachers who 
have the time to com e to camp, but 
the brunt of the camp program has 
fallen almost entirely on the pastors. 
This is logical and proper. The pastor 
is serving his church while he is at
camp, for the boys and girls of our 
church represent a most vital part of 
our local program, and to serve them 
is to serve both the church and their 
parents. Every pastor should have at 
heart an interest in evangelism which 
knows no age limitations, and he 
should be quick to see that in a camp 
situation which is geared to the end 
of evangelism he can hope to satisfy 
the deep craving which must be his 
to see souls brought to the Master.
The sad fact that most of us who 
have had experience in the camp 
business have found is that there just 
aren’t enough pastors who will come 
to camp and really get under the 
spiritual load of the program. Even 
if all the pastors who are physically 
able to attend camp were to come, it 
is improbable that they would be in 
sufficient num ber to com pletely staff 
the camps of present enrollment; but 
when their numbers are substantially 
reduced for any reason, the camp di­
rector is forced to m ove into an area 
of leadership which is of admittedly 
secondary quality. Thus the spiritual 
success of the camp is jeopardized.
The area of leadership which has 
been em ployed because of the short­
age of skilled church leaders has 
much to be said in its favor. For the 
most part the ranks are composed of 
teen-age young people who for one 
reason or another do not have sum­
mer employment. They are young 
enough to possess the physical stam­
ina to keep up with their younger 
charges. They don ’t get tired nearly 
as soon as the “ old” pastor, who feels 
years older than he really is by the 
end of the second day in camp. These 
“ junior” counselors can do a pretty 
adequate job  in most camp depart­
ments, but they fall short of being 
ideal in the one area in which we are 
particularly interested, that of being 
spiritual counselors. No matter how 
sincere they may be, or how hard
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they may try, in most cases they have 
neither the experience nor the ma­
turity to enable them to answer the 
questions or lead the members of 
their cabin group into a vital Chris­
tian experience. Enthusiasm and w il­
lingness, important as they are to a 
camp worker, cannot compensate for 
spiritual depth and maturity in our 
camp staff.
Attention should be given to some 
of the factors involved in why the 
pastors of our churches are not more 
interested, or why they are not pre­
sent in greater numbers to give as­
sistance to the camp program. Here 
are some of them:
1. Age or physical condition. The 
camp program involves considerable 
output of physical energy— to which, 
by  reason of age or physical con­
dition, some of our men may not be 
equal. They are of course excused.
2. Too much “ district activity” 
during the summer. On those dis­
tricts where the district assembly oc­
curs during the summer holiday 
season, thereby taking a w eek of the 
pastor’s summer, then adding to this 
another week or ten days for an adult 
camp meeting, the pastor finds that 
one-fourth of the summer has been 
taken by adult-level district activities. 
Many pastors are heavily involved in 
a vacation Bible school of another 
two weeks. A dd to this two or three 
weeks of family holiday, and the pas­
tor is well prepared to turn a deaf 
ear to the frantic appeals of the camp 
director for counseling help.
3. Distaste for the inconveniences 
and regimentation of the summer 
camp. It is quite true that most of us 
don’t relish tumbling out of bed at the 
early hour which is characteristic of 
the camp program. Insult is then 
added to injury when we are asked to 
go through all manner of physical 
contortions in the name of “ calis­
thenics,” and finally to go through 
the rest of the day doing the things 
a youngster (but not a pastor) en­
joys the most. W ith memories such 
as these conjured up by such exper­
iences in the last summer camp of 
which w e were a part, it is not too 
difficult to understand how easy it is 
for the pastor to be “ regretfully too 
busy to help” when the camp director 
sends out his annual appeal for help.
4. Inability to think and adapt to a 
juvenile level. It is unfortunate that 
any of our pastors w ould express this 
as a reason for not participating in 
the camps. While representative of 
what is no doubt a small group of 
men, still this reason has been given 
by some of them, and should appear 
on the list of factors entering into 
the shortage of skilled camp leader­
ship.
Each of the foregoing considera­
tions is a factor in reducing the num­
ber of pastors who can and will be 
in attendance at our camps this sum­
mer. It is obvious that, taking out 
the number of our pastors who will 
not be present for such reasons as 
have been stated, our camps will be 
fairly thinly represented by pastors. 
But the problem  faced by  the writer 
of this article, and by camp directors 
throughout the church, lies not so 
m uch in stating why the men are not 
there as in finding a workable solu­
tion to our leadership problem.
It is possible that some easement 
could be given the burden of the 
pastor by  not insisting that he be 
present throughout the entire adult 
camp meeting, and it should go with­
out saying that none of our churches 
should regard the pastor’s w eek at 
Youth Camp as all or part of his sum­
mer vacation. These are at best only 
partial solutions. Judging the prob­
lem from  the standpoint of now  near­
ly a quarter of a century spent in 
Nazarene summer camps, it seems
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that the basic solution to the problem  
must com e from  the pastor himself. 
On all our districts there are pastors 
(not all o f them from  the smaller 
churches, either) w ho make their an­
nual pilgrimage to camp, bringing 
with them various loads of boys and 
girls and young people. These men 
possess all the excuses of their min­
isterial brethren who are seldom rep­
resented, yet they com e to do some­
times menial camp chores, and while 
so doing, working toward the end of 
evangelism of the youth of their 
churches. W hen early morning 
prayer time is called, they will be 
there. W hen there will be young 
people to be counseled or prayed 
with, they are in the right spot at the 
appointed time. They see in the 
camps a further means to implement 
the evangelistic program of their own 
church, and they seem to feel that 
they are called to win the souls of 
the boys and girls of their church 
homes just as much as the adults of 
their congregations. Although this is 
a relatively small group of men from 
the total com plem ent of our district 
churches, they prove again and again 
that “ one does what one wants to 
do . . .  if his heart is in it.”
There are some very special re­
wards to the pastor who plans the 
camp as a part of his summer. Ob­
viously, the pastor who takes a car 
or a bus load of young people from 
his church, and brings them home to 
precipitate a “ camp meeting” in Sun­
day’s services, reaps a rich harvest of 
blessing from  the camp. There is yet 
another harvest which, while it takes
longer to mature and reap, has proved 
out to be most enjoyable to some 
camp-minded pastors. Most of us 
would not think of much personal 
blessing ever accruing to our account 
from  that little freckle-faced, trou­
blesome twelve-year-old boy who is 
both our charge and nemesis for a 
week. He is a double problem, for he 
doesn’t even com e from  our church, 
and his presence amidst the group of 
“ angels” we brought with us to camp 
is, to say the least, disturbing. It is 
indeed rewarding when, toward the 
close of the camp after a campfire 
evangelistic service, we hear that 
same problem  boy, his dirty face now 
streaked with penitential tears, giv­
ing a broken testimony and pledging 
his “ undying devotion” to Christ for­
ever! Give that same boy another 
short six years and it is not unthink­
able that we may now  find him sit­
ting on the church board of one of 
the “ better” churches of the district 
as the president of the N.Y.P.S. (This 
actually happened in the case to 
which reference is made.)
If enough of our pastors can catch 
a vision of the real opportunities of­
fered them in the evangelism of the 
young people of their congregations 
through the camp program, and will 
get into the summer camp to carry 
the load of counseling responsibilities, 
we will indubitably find that the 
camps will prove themselves to be 
consistently the finest aid to youth 
evangelism within the church. W ith­
out this kind of support by our pas­
tors, the spiritual future of the camps 
appears pretty uncertain.
Conscience is a small voice that makes us feel small when we do 
something small.
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The preacher whose m inistry produces sound 
conversions is not only saving  souls but 
promoting m ental health as w e ll
Christian Conversion: Antidote for Anxiety
By W . Curry M avis*
\  c o n v e r t  s t o o d  u p  in a service 
**■ for testimonies, and with the 
glow of new spiritual life he said, 
“ I am no longer afraid of the things 
I once dreaded most. I am no longer 
afraid of God because He has for­
given my sins; I do not fear the years 
that are ahead because Christ has 
filled m y life with a new sense of 
purpose; I do not fear death because 
He has given me a living hope for 
eternity.” The convert witnessed 
vividly to some of the resources in 
Christian conversion that help to re­
duce human anxiety.
In this article we shall discuss three 
basic elements found in conversion 
that reduce anxiety: (1) divine re­
lease from  a sense of objective guilt;
(2) new life interests and purposes 
that give meaning to life; and
(3) confidence of eternal life beyond 
death.
I
Conversion is an antidote for that 
type of anxiety that is rooted in actual 
guilt. Many psychiatrists believe that 
feelings of guilt are the primary cause 
of anxiety. A  sense of guilt is a type 
of spiritual infection that, if uncared 
for, often causes anxiety neuroses. It 
is a surtax assessed to many because 
of their unforgiven sins. W hen sins
♦Professor o f  pastoral w ork , A sbury T heolog ical 
Sem inary, W ilm ore, K entucky.
are not confessed nor forgiven they 
are frequently repressed. Though 
consciously forgotten, they remain 
dynamic in the unconscious and give 
rise to feeling of nebulous fear and 
free-floating anxiety.
The sense of divine forgiveness is 
very significant in the conversion ex­
perience. One convert said, “ I felt 
G od ’s forgiveness so distinctly.” A n ­
other said, “ I felt the wrath of God 
resting upon me. I called on Him for 
aid and felt m y sins forgiven.” A n ­
other reported m ore fu lly  how  he 
came to a sense of freedom  from  
guilt: “ Gradually the sense came over 
me that I had done m y part and that 
God was willing to do his, and that he 
was not angry with me; I had a 
sense of sins forgiven.” 1 In referring 
to their conversion experiences many 
converts quote a classical statement 
from  the Psalms on divine pardon, 
“ As far as the east is from  the west, 
so far hath he rem oved our trans­
gressions from  us” (Ps. 103:12).
The Christian religion has one of its 
unique and invaluable resources in 
the forgiveness of sins. This resource 
reduces anxiety through the con­
structive handling of guilt. The psy­
chotherapist Ernest W hite says, “ It 
seems to me that psychology has no 
successful answer to the problem  of 
guilt. It may bring relief by confes­
sion and by the release o f emotion
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accom panying it, but it cannot bring 
the peace and assurance of forgive­
ness.” 2
Christ alone has the answer to 
anxious guilt feelings that are rooted 
in unforgiven sin. M edical doctors 
may prescribe their favorite kind of 
“ happiness pills,” and the spiritual 
sufferer may experience a temporary 
relief through the kindly influence of 
sedation but his spiritual pain usually 
returns.
Furthermore, there has been a 
stong tendency among some psycho­
therapists to try to cure guilt-ridden 
anxiety by  halfway measures based 
on methods of subtraction. Many 
psychiatrists have undertaken to re­
solve anxious guilt by  psychological 
catharsis. A t other times psychia­
trists have sought to handle the guilt 
problem  by lowering the patient’s 
moral ideals so he w ould not feel so 
guilty. Indeed this measure has re­
duced the anxiety at times but fre­
quently at too great a moral price. 
Methods of subtraction tend to leave 
sinful persons with feelings of empti­
ness.
Conversion has both subtraction 
and addition in its method of solving 
guilt-filled anxiety. It eliminates 
guilt-ridden anxiety by  divine for­
giveness and it gives a sense of accep­
tance with God. It brings positive 
and constructive elements with the 
com ing of Christ. On a night filled 
with anxiety for the disciples Jesus 
said, “ . . . m y peace I give to you; 
not as the w orld gives do I give to 
you. Let not your hearts be troubled, 
neither let them be afraid” (John 
14:27, R .S .V .).
II
Christian conversion is an antidote 
to that type of anxiety that is rooted 
in a sense of personal emptiness and 
futility. Conversion brings new
meaning and new purpose to the life. 
It provides meaning that helps meet 
the eternal dimensions o f the human 
spirit.
One writer, Paul Tillich, believes 
that the type of anxiety which is root­
ed in the meaninglessness of human 
life is the most characteristic kind of 
morbid fear in our time. A  thoughtful 
study of our generation points out that 
many people today are anxious be­
cause their lives have no commanding 
purpose and no eternal perspective. 
They feel that they are filled with 
“ nothingness.”  In many cases their 
lives consist of a “ struggle without a 
fighting front.” They have found no 
great cause to challenge them. The 
accumulation of earthly things does 
not satisfy the eternal that is in them.
This type of anxiety comes about 
in part because one fears that one is 
living on the margins of life and not 
at its center. A  man often recognizes 
that he is squandering opportunities 
and potentialities. There is often the 
intuitive fear that he will look back 
in some future time to the present 
and regret deeply his misuse of op­
portunities, as a mature man looks 
back to his youth and regrets his 
failure to get an education. There is 
a “ dizziness of freedom ,”  as K ierke­
gaard says, when man looks at his 
freedom  to use or waste the vast po­
tential of his God-given spirit. A nxi­
ety results when he recognizes that 
he should have filled his life with 
eternal meanings instead of futility.
A  type of anxiety rooted in a sense 
of futility results when one is unre­
lated to things, persons, and God. 
Unrelatedness means emptiness. An 
isolated spirit has a sense of futility. 
A  man lives in a psychological desert 
when he is unrelated to people; he 
lives in a spiritual desert when he is 
unrelated to God. Deserts are usually 
barren and empty.
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Starbuck found that a large pro­
portion of the converts whom  he sur­
veyed mentioned explicitly their new 
sense of relationship with God, peo­
ple, and the world. One said, “ Fear 
of God was gone. I saw Him as the 
greatest Friend one can have.” A n ­
other simply reported, “ I felt very 
near to G od.” Still another sum­
marized his attitude by saying, “ I 
felt in harmony with everyone, and 
all creation and its Creator.” Finally, 
with fine insight, another exclaimed, 
“ I felt I belonged to a new category 
of being, nobler and more worthy to 
exist.” 3
The God-given spirit of man de­
mands a significant and lasting end 
for which to live. He needs few 
things more than he needs to be cap­
tured by a great cause. Conversion 
provides him with such a cause. It 
makes him a w orker with God in the 
redemption of the world. Many have 
found that this purpose fills the life 
with lasting interests and meanings.
Ill
Christian conversion is an antidote 
for anxiety about death. The concern 
about death is universal and it is 
God-given. Conversion does not 
eliminate a proper concern about 
dying, making converts reckless with 
G od ’s gift of life. Rather it tends to 
rem ove morbid anxiety about death. 
It makes attitudes about death 
healthful and purposive.
Christians have less anxiety about 
death than sinners because they be­
lieve strongly that death does not 
dissolve a personal relationship with 
God. They believe that death neither 
brings about nonbeing nor estrange­
ment from  the Almighty. The Chris­
tian believes that he belongs to two 
realms of reality, the temporal and 
the eternal. He feels that life is an 
ongoing process and that physical
death is simply a door through which 
one steps into everlasting life.
A  Christian man was asked in his 
last illness if he thought he were 
dying. The man replied, “ Really, 
friend, I care not whether I am or 
not: for if I die I shall be with God; 
if I live, He will be with m e.”
Christian conversion brings about 
a healthful nonchalance about death. 
Paul exhibited that kind of noncha­
lance that was rooted in a sense of 
fellowship with Christ. “ If we live, we 
live to the Lord, and if we die, 
we die to the Lord; so then, whether 
we live or whether we die, we are 
the L ord ’s” (Rom . 14:8, R .S .V .). In 
another place Paul looked at the 
comparative values of present and 
eternal life and saw that life in the 
beyond was desirable. “ For to me to 
live is Christ, and to die is gain . . . 
M y desire is to depart and be with 
Christ, for that is far better” (Phil. 1: 
21,23, R .S .V .).
John W esley, living in days when 
people died without the soothing ef­
fects of sedation, said that the M eth­
odists died well. These Christians, 
characterized by their emphasis on 
conversion, demonstrated some of the 
effects of their faith by exhibiting 
little anxiety about dying. W esley 
himself joined them in their witness. 
In his dying breath he said, “ The best 
o f all, God is with us.”
The Christian has less anxiety 
about death because he believes deep­
ly that he is prepared for a fuller 
life. He believes that there is a future 
health that is not liable to sickness 
and that there are eternal values that 
w ill not perish. Sometimes this in­
tuition is so ascendant that he sings 
hymns in the face of death-threaten- 
ing situations, as the M oravian con­
verts sang when it looked as if their 
ship would sink in a storm on the 
Atlantic ocean.
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Conversion, as an antidote, is a 
first line of defense against anxiety 
through the solution of objective 
guilt in divine forgiveness, the cre­
ation of a new life purpose, and the 
gift of a living hope for eternal life. 
As an antidote, however, conversion 
does not represent all of the Christian 
therapy for anxiety. The personal 
experience of sanctification and the 
Christian resources in mature reli­
gious living relate also to the bases of 
anxious thoughts.
As a first line of defense, conver­
sion cannot be bypassed in utilizing 
Christian resources for anxiety.
There are many people living under 
a burden of guilt and anxiety who 
would find their burdens lifted in 
conversion as surely, and perhaps as 
dramatically, as did Christian in 
Pilgrim ’s Progress. There are patients 
in mental hospitals who might have 
lived effective lives had they been 
converted and, through it, realized a 
divinely given release from  anxiety.
JE dw in D. Starbuck, T he P sych o logy  o f  R e­
ligion  (N ew  Y ork : Charles S cribner’s Sons, 1906), 
p. 91.
2Ernest W hite, Christian L ife  and the U ncon­
scious, p. 156.
^Starbuck. op. cit., pp. 118-20.
A  h ea lth y  corrective
for an  u n h e a lth y  perspective
Escaping
By Brian
' T h e  w o r l d  h a s  a  w a y  u p . It is t h e
universally recognized escalation 
from  prom otion to promotion, from  
enough to plenty, from  much to more, 
and from  success to success.
Some call it a rat race. To some it 
is sickening.
Now to get wind of this attitude in 
the church, particularly among the 
ministry, is disturbing in the extreme. 
But, alas, there are signs of unholy 
ambition among us: a clinging, clim b­
ing, clutching after w orldly prom o­
tion in an unw orldly profession. It 
does not befit the men of God who 
are primarily concerned with laying 
up treasure in heaven.
*N azarene pastor, B ristol, England.
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the Spiral
L. Farmer*
I heard one minister make a sur­
prised comment to a second minister 
about a third. He said, “ Say, he took 
a step down, didn’t h e?” This was 
because the third man had decided 
to accept a pastorate of a smaller 
church offering a lesser salary and a 
not-so-well appointed parsonage as 
his previous charge.
One must obviously be on guard 
against insinuating too much from  a 
chance remark unintentionally over­
heard, but it was the surprised tone, 
“ Say, he took a step down, didn’t h e?” 
that made me think. It was as though 
this was a very unusual occurrence—  
for a minister to go to something less. 
Also, I believe this somewhat con­
firms the suppressed suspicion some
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of us have had for a while that the 
temptation to ambition is m ore suc­
cessful than we care to admit.
Ambition, of course, is not w ide­
spread among us. Surely it is not, 
is it? Surely our people, and cer­
tainly our ministers, are prepared to 
jum p off the spiral of perpetual pro­
motion and are more concerned to 
save their own souls than to gain the 
whole world. In a holiness church 
there ought to be an unusual pro­
portion of people with such a free­
dom.
The concept of prom otion as a re­
ward for industry and a record of 
achievement is right and proper. Big 
men must of necessity eventually 
shake to the top, but men of true 
Christian character do not frenziedly 
grab at every prospect of promotion; 
and at times they deliberately take 
what appears to the w orld to be a 
backward step.
W hen the church calls, votes, re­
quests, it is not always m y duty to 
accept the proposal. Sometimes it is 
m y duty to acknowledge the kindness 
and confidence but decline the offer. 
A  decent reticence is never mis­
placed among men of God. Christian 
men should be men who cannot be 
bought!
So why should the man I over­
heard sound so surprised that a 
brother heard G od ’s call to something 
less? I have been surprised, rather, 
at God uncharacteristically laying the 
burden on the hearts of some for a 
rapid succession of “ First” churches!
Let us, however, rem ember the 
Hamlins of our church who count all 
things but loss for the excellency of 
the knowledge that they do the will 
of God. The news has broken recent­
ly in Britain that Rev. David Tarrant, 
skilled, experienced, and successful in 
the arts of the ministry, has taken a 
charge where there is no church in 
order that there might be one. As
his district superintendent states: 
“ Put David Tarrant’s task of estab­
lishing a Church of the Nazarene be­
fore a representative panel o f say a 
leading bookm aker, a first-class busi­
nessman, and a church statesman, and 
their unanimous opinion w ill be that 
he has only a m illion-to-one chance 
of succeeding.
“ Members and m oney are musts in 
the thinking of ecclesiastical leaders 
before you can launch a church ex ­
tension project with any hope o f suc­
cess. David Tarrant is entering 
Clermiston without either. He has 
set himself the task of making bricks 
without straw.”
Taking the true meaning of the 
words as opposed to their popular 
usage, who would say Tarrant had 
taken a downward step?
This is not to say that vocation and 
remuneration must necessarily be 
apart. There may w ell be periods in 
a man’s life when his vocation must 
prove fairly remunerative, so that he 
might properly discharge his respon­
sibilities. But when these responsi­
bilities lessen, he must be Christian 
enough to perhaps allow his rem un­
eration to lessen too.
Philip did not take a step down 
when he left the big things at Jeru­
salem to go into Samaria. Neither 
did the seven men filled with the 
H oly Ghost becom e lesser men when 
they became waiters for God. They 
became grander men!
Men are learning to defeat physi­
cally the downward drag of gravity. 
Christians— and particularly min­
isters— must ever be able to defeat 
spiritually the upward pull o f pro­
motion.
“ Every man is essentially a pioneer; 
for he has before him a life that no 
one yet has charted.”
— J. B. C h a p m a n
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"M ass evan g e lism ," says Dr. Price, "m ust be 
prepared for by visitation evange lism "
Whence This Idea of "Visitation Evangelism"?
By Ross E. Price*
/ ' ' V f  c o u r s e  t h e  p r a c t i c e  of house-to- 
house preaching and teaching of 
the Scriptures was an activity of the 
apostles of Jesus. But who may have 
been the earliest to introduce it in 
the Am erican church scene?
The two earliest writers in this 
type of evangelism were Conant and 
Kernahan. Conant published his book 
in 1922 and Kernahan published his 
in 1925. But before either of these 
men took up the idea it was used 
in the Leom inster Methodist parish 
just north of Boston by none other 
than Dr. Ralph Tyler Flewelling 
prior to the year 1913. It was, as he 
admits, something of a novel idea. 
The results w ere so impressive that 
he was drafted by Bishop T. S. Hen­
derson, who was at that time in 
charge o f evangelism for the denom i­
nation, and his district superintend­
ent, Dr. G eorge Dean, to explain the 
program  in a series of meetings held 
throughout New Y ork  and the north­
eastern states. It was follow ing this 
that the Rev. A . Earl Kernahan was 
appointed to introduce it to the 
Methodist church in general.
W e Nazarenes seem to have learned 
about visitation evangelism from  both 
the Methodists and the Baptists dur­
ing the third and fourth decades of 
this century. Although Dr. Bresee, 
in the days of our beginning, had 
organized the “ Brotherhood of Saint 
Stephen,” com plem entary to which 
was Rev. L u cy  P. K nott’s “ Company
♦Professor o f  T heology , Pasadena C ollege.
‘E’ ”  for the young ladies, yet when 
we came to systematize our visitation 
toward our M id-Century Crusade for 
Souls, it was methods suggested by 
Conant and Kernahan, along with the 
principles of good house-to-house 
salesmanship (discovered by some of 
our own spiritual and farseeing lay­
men and applied to house-to-house 
evangelism) which we used.
As Flewelling realized, there is no 
substitute for the challenge of a per­
sonality touched by the truth as a 
witness of the good grace of God. If 
we are to build the Kingdom  and win 
converts to Christ, the layman holds 
a key position. It was the Psalmist 
who said: “ Come and hear, all ye 
that fear God, and I will declare what 
he hath done for m y soul.” And the 
man born blind was able to testify 
with certainty: “ One thing I know, 
that, whereas I was blind, now  I see.”
What every pastor needs is 100 
assistant pastors in the persons of his 
sanctified laymen, who can repreach 
his Sunday messages in their contact 
throughout the week. Laym en who 
are willing to follow  the example 
given us by Dr. Bresee, Mrs. Knott, 
Dr. Flewelling, and a Fuller brush 
salesman named Kauffman. Laymen 
ready to enlist in the task of visi­
tation evangelism, telling others the 
“ good news.”  Their earnest and pas­
sionate solicitation of their acquain­
tances is the “ spadework”  necessary 
to revival in our time. Mass evangel­
ism must be prepared for by visitation 
evangelism.
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Guideposts to a More Effective Ministry
By Raymond C. Kratzer*
No. 5. Compassionate Hearts
T t w a s  s a i d  of Jesus that “ when he 
saw the multitudes, he was moved 
with compassion on them, because 
they fainted, and were scattered 
abroad, as sheep having no shepherd” 
(Matt. 9: 36). The Great Shepherd 
had the com m on touch and He o f­
fered a com mon salvation to com mon 
people. And all people are common.
The young minister often gets con­
fused as to the purpose of his calling. 
He tends to live in an unreal world 
of ideas which cry for expression and 
which seem challenging and com pre­
hensible. The intelligentsia of his 
flock  appear to him as receptive ves­
sels in which his profundities will be 
welcom ed and digested. The truth of 
the matter is that the rich and poor, 
the learned and unlearned, the wise 
and unwise will grow lean on preach­
ing that appeals only to the intellect 
or which is couched in phrases and 
words that are difficult to under­
stand.
Dr. Chapman used to warn the 
preacher never to underestimate the 
ignorance of his congregation. This 
fact was forcibly brought to m y at­
tention one time when one of my 
members, a lady of about thirty-five 
years of age, came to the altar during 
a revival and was sanctified. She tes­
tified that during the evangelist’s ser­
mon she had finally com e to under­
stand holiness for the first time. Of 
course I had to pick myself out of 
the corner because I had preached on
* Superintendent, N orthwest D istrict.
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the subject many times. A nd further­
more, she had grown up in the 
Church of the Nazarene and had 
heard holiness preached all o f her 
life. Som ehow the truth of the mes­
sage had not been preached with 
enough clarity.
I am thoroughly sold on the in­
tensive training of our ministry. If 
possible, their theological studies 
should be implemented by seminary 
schooling. A  sound and thorough un­
derstanding of the doctrines of our 
church must be part and parcel of 
those who w ould seek to teach others, 
but God forbid that our preachers 
fall into the snare of making their 
pulpits an extended classroom of 
hairline discussions of theological dif­
ferences. What purpose can this 
serve to feed hungry, needy human­
ity? They do not need to know  so 
much about Jesus as they need to 
K N O W  Him!
Jesus had a compassionate heart 
and spoke to the hearts of the people 
about peace, courage, soul rest, sin, 
salvation, hope, heaven, and other 
subjects that rang the bell in their 
searching minds. He used one- and 
two-syllable words. His stories were 
simple and of the everyday variety. 
He was people-conscious.
Some preachers have made light of 
the evangelist who appeals to the 
needs of men through illustrative ma­
terial. They would overlook the fact 
that he is winning souls through his 
methods. And they further ignore 
the fact that the M aster-Preacher
The Nazarene Preacher
was an artist at story-telling, through 
w hich He reached the needs of people. 
Read the fifteenth chapter of Luke 
and count the words that involve il­
lustrative material as com pared to 
bare theological statements. And yet 
w e have in this chapter the greatest 
of gospel preaching.
Rem em ber when you stand before 
your congregation on Sunday m orn­
ing that most of the people have come 
from  a w eek of hard toil and labor. 
Their thoughts of God and spiritual 
things have been at random through 
the week. What has congealed in 
your mind of some inspiring insight 
will run like water through a sieve 
when you present it to them, unless 
you adroitly picture it to them so 
that they “ see” it. One great truth 
presented in several ways may be 
grasped, and it will be much more 
helpful than a dozen truths which 
slip through the fingers of your needy 
listeners.
Practical preaching is paramount. 
Will it w ork? This should be the test 
of sermons. If you know your people 
w ell enough because you have visited 
with them and loved them, your heart 
will beat with their needs. It will 
throb with sorrow  over their sins 
and leap with joy  over their virtues. 
They will know  that you are G od ’s 
messenger trying to help them to a 
better relationship with their Maker.
Stay away from  stuffiness in your 
preaching. Preach to the heart. Keep 
your idealism high. A n  Ancient 
Greek history tells of Pericles, an 
older man, talking to his nephew 
about how  Athens ought to be gov­
erned. Irked, as old hands are likely 
to be by young idealists, he said to 
his nephew, “ A t your age, I used to 
talk just as you  are talking now .” 
His young nephew, not wincing for 
a second, looked the great political 
leader in the eyes and replied: “ P er­
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icles, how I should like to have known 
you when you were at your best!” 
A void  gripes in your preaching. It 
is easy for a minister to let his disgust 
fester so deep in his heart because 
of some problem member of his 
church that he will unconsciously 
prepare many of his messages around 
the problem. He will subconsciously 
use the reprobate as a preaching post 
and unwisely magnify the problem. 
Rem em ber that first of all you should 
be a Christian gentleman. Personal 
grudges should not be aired from  the 
pulpit. W hile you are trying to repri­
mand the dear brother or sister, you 
will hurt someone else, and the rest 
of your flock will grow thin on the 
coarse diet. Incidentally, your loaded 
missives will put up a smoke screen 
between you and the erring person 
that will hinder your effectiveness 
insofar as he is concerned. A fter all, 
he has a soul too, and you are his 
pastor. Do not forget he has some 
element of gold buried beneath a 
rough exterior. Mine it out! Keep 
a “ compassionate heart.”
The challenge of the ministry is 
without peer. There are no limits to 
the scope of this work. Since w e are 
dealing primarily with people, we 
find their varied personalities and 
needs constantly testing our skill to 
the utmost. W e are in the strictest 
sense “ craftsmen of the souls of men.” 
It is frightening to realize that a pas­
tor’s church becomes the image of 
what he has made them. Consequent­
ly he should prepare diligently and 
plan carefully every m ove he makes 
so as to produce the finest products 
possible. Be goaded with a divine 
discontent. A n artist was asked one 
time which was his best picture. He 
pondered awhile and then answered: 
“ M y n ext.”  Be determined to make 
the next day of your ministry the
( Continued on page 48)
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m m m
Conducted by the Editor
Some Questions About the Church
Th e  f o l l o w i n g  q u e s t i o n s  were re­ceived by the late Dr. S. T. Ludwig, 
general secretary. At his request the 
editor attempted to answer them. The 
answers are given here just as sent to 
the inquirer.
Question. How do you believe that 
your church derived its beginning from 
Jesus Christ?
Answer. The right of any church to 
exist does not depend on a so-called 
“apostolic succession” but solely on three 
things: (1) It must be composed of those 
who have personally accepted Christ as 
Saviour, and been s u p e r  n a t u r a l l y  
changed by Him (i.e., “born again” ); 
(2) It must maintain fidelity to the 
teachings of Christ and His apostles as 
found in the Scriptures; (3) It must seek 
to honor the Holy Spirit. Its particular 
form of organization, or its chronological 
antiquity or newness as an organization, 
has nothing to do with its participation in 
Christ’s body, or the deriving of its life 
from Him. If it meets the three con­
ditions named above, it is in the body of 
Christ (together with all other churches 
which qualify) no matter how new it is. 
If it does not conform thus, it is not in 
the body of Christ no matter how vener­
able in age.
Our name (Church of the Nazarene) 
is scriptural (Matt. 2:23; Acts 24:5), but 
that alone gives us no special claims. We 
use the name because it refers to Jesus, 
and because some name is necessary in 
order to hold property. In actual fact we 
claim to have derived our beginning from 
Christ because we seek to meet the con­
ditions named above. And in honoring
the Holy Spirit, our founders were di­
vinely led. But in this respect we are no 
different from other churches in the 
history of Christendom whose founders 
were divinely led.
Question. From what or whom does 
your authority to act in the name of 
God come?
Answer. From the Bible as our formal 
Authority, and the Holy Spirit in our 
midst as our material Authority.
Question. What ordinances must a per­
son perform to become a member of 
your church? How is each performed? 
(Please include “baptism by fire.” )
Answer. None. He must repent and 
be saved from his sins through faith in 
Christ, and show evidence of a change 
of heart and of life, before we will re­
ceive him into church membership. After 
he is thus saved he will normally be 
baptized, by whatever mode he chooses. 
Then also he will periodically participate 
in the Lord’s Supper, administered by 
the minister with unleavened bread and 
unfermented wine (grape juice). But 
neither of these ordinances is required 
for membership. Neither of them has 
saving power or efficacy.
I do not know what you mean by 
“baptism by fire.” The Bible says nothing 
about such a baptism. However the Bible 
promises believers that Christ will bap­
tize them with the Holy Spirit “and fire” 
(Matt. 3:11), the fire being a symbol or 
type of the purging, illuminating, and 
empowering ministry of the Holy Spirit 
within the heart. But while this is a real 
spiritual experience, which we teach as
(Continued on page 33)
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THE HIGH COST OF UNWISE GIVING"
By Nelson E. Kauffman
Millions of American people, thou­
sands of them Mennonites, give mul­
tiplied millions of dollars to religious 
causes and to charity, but much of the 
money goes into the pockets of dishonest, 
deceiving persons. There is no deception 
so easy and no racket so lucrative as the 
religious racket. People are carried away 
by a good-sounding program, and will 
give their hard-earned money to a radio 
speaker, or writer, or evangelist, whom 
they are deceptively led to believe is 
doing a good work, but whom they 
have never investigated. At the same 
time they often will refuse to give to 
their own church, whose program and 
balance sheet are always open to in­
spection. The most notable and recent 
illustration of deception is a religious 
racketeer, radio speaker, supposed evan­
gelist, on the West Coast, who was mur­
dered June 1 in a hotel room by the 
husband of the alcoholic woman for 
whom he was divorcing his own wife.
The attorney for the defense says this 
trial “will rock California.” He says 
further, “There are facets in this case 
that will make Elmer Gantry [the epito­
me of religious deception in Sinclair 
Lewis’ novel] look like a saint.”
•Reprinted b y  perm ission  from  the Septem ber
11, 1962, issue o f  G ospel H erald , o ff ic ia l p u b lica ­
tion  o f  the  M ennonite church , Scottdale, P en n ­
sylvania.
This man deceived many Mennonites 
into giving money for “Bibles for Pris­
oners”—money which went into his own 
pockets (he had 24 $100 bills in the 
$3,500 of cash found on his person when 
shot, according to the newspaper report) 
and helped him in his immoral course. 
The value of property which he accum­
ulated, according to his hometown news­
paper, “is estimated conservatively at 
over a quarter of a million dollars,” of 
which he willed none to his wife.
He had programs on fifty radio stations 
begging for money. He lamented the di­
vorce rate as well as the drunkenness 
over the air while, according to the 
newspaper, engaging in both evils.
Another person who possibly did a 
good work for a while but carefully or­
ganized a board, which he could control, 
to own his property, and give a show of 
confidence, is a man who began a move­
ment by personal witnessing, and built 
up a large independent organization. He 
recently divorced his wife and ran off 
and married his secretary. A  brother 
who was close to him reports that he 
changes the personnel of his board every 
year so that no one except himself 
knows his real situation, and so that he 
is able to control it. A brother in Cali-
(Continued on page 31)
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NAZARENE YOUNG PEOPLE'S SOCIETY
TOPICS
P R O G R A M  
QUARTERLIES 
FOR ALL A G E S
Subscription rate 
for each 
$1.50 per year 
(four issues)
YOUNG ADULT TOPICS
Ten conventional programs, five or six discussion themes, 
and an official leader’s guide for a complete six-unit Chris­
tian Service Training course are included in each idea- 
packed issue—an abundance of material from which you 
can select the programs best adapted to your local group.
ALDERSGATE TEEN TOPICS
A complete set of programs for every week in the year 
based on a carefully developed six-year curriculum. Ideas 
for between-Sundays activity are also included. This peri­
odical is published jointly by the five major holiness de­
nominations and represents the work of top youth leaders 
in these cooperating groups. “Hi-Time,” the PAL activity 
supplement, is included with each issue.
JUNIOR TOPICS
Program helps are provided here for all regular meetings 
of the Junior Fellowship including worship outlines, pres­
entation ideas, stories, and plans for the activity period.
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. Department of FOREIGN MISSIONS
Mission Field News Quotes
LEBANON: We have just finished 
one of our best revivals in Lebanon 
among the Arabs. More than fifty 
adults sought the Lord for salvation 
and several for sanctification at ser­
vices held in our newest preaching 
point, Jededieh. Eight were baptized 
and there is another group preparing 
for baptism in a few weeks. Among 
them are several persons with edu­
cation and leadership ability. . . . Two 
more students are registered for Bi­
ble school.—D o n  R e e d , Missionary.
PERU: The latest map of northwest­
ern South America, published by the 
National Geographic Society with 
their February, 1964, National Geo­
graphic, carries a town name of in­
terest to Nazarenes. In the Andes 
Mountains of Peru, close to a bend 
of the Maranon River, is the name 
“Roger Winans.” It is located at the 
spot where our Nazarene mission 
station was founded by Roger and 
Esther Carson Winans, and where 
Esther Carson Winans is buried.
SOUTHERN RHODESIA: The land 
site for which we had applied in the 
Highlands Location, Salisbury, South­
ern Rhodesia, has been allocated to 
us. This is the second site which we 
have been granted, and we expect a 
third very soon.—M a u r i c e  H a l l , Mis­
sionary.
KOREA: Nazarene boys and girls 
May. 1964
have provided for Korea through re­
cent projects: 200 pounds of vegeta­
ble and flower seeds; 500 pounds of 
vacation Bible school supplies; 9 bi­
cycles, 2 wells, and several organs 
for Korean churches.
In addition, adults have sent to 
Korea 26 tons of relief clothing, 200 
volumes of holiness and theology 
books for the Bible school, 500 pounds 
of used Sunday school literature, more 
organs, and box work supplies for 
the mission, the Bible school, and 
the missionaries.
For these gifts, the missionaries 
and the Korean Nazarenes are deeply 
grateful. Every gift has met a real 
need.
NICARAGUA: The Russell Birch­
ards, recently stationed in Jinotega, 
write: “The spiritual condition of this 
city is a challenge and an opportunity. 
After more than twenty years of 
missionary effort by several missions, 
there is scarcely anything to show as 
fruit. Earlier missionaries faced 
hatred and stoning. Now it is indif­
ference. Other missions have worked 
hard, but finally pulled out and left. 
We believe God is able for the hardest 
situation! We are sowing the seed, 
tracts, and gospels. We are carrying 
‘La Hora Nazarena’ locally. Have or­
dered 400 special Heralds for distri­
bution. Top attendance has been 
seventeen, but God is blessing and 
we are encouraged.”—R u s s e l l  B i r c h ­
a r d , Missionary.
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NAZARENE PUBLISHING HOUSE____________
Seat Your People 
in an 
Astro 
STACK CHAIR
Scientifically designed in 
Contemporary Styling
•  to conserve space
•  to save maintenance
•  to provide comfort
TEN YEARS OF TESTING for high resistance against knives, impact, weather, stains, 
yet flexible enough to mold itself to every individual body shape, re-flexing instantane­
ously when no longer in use—that’s the story of this remarkable thermoplastic seat. 
The only maintenance is an occasional soap and water cleaning.
THE UNIQUE, LIGHTWEIGHT, double-strength steel frame is constructed to withstand 
the most rigorous abuse. New welding techniques exceed the strength of steel itself. 
The entire seat is surrounded by steel. Special plastic glides on legs reduce noise and 
eliminate scratching the floor. Stack 20-high for storing, hence utilizing vertical space 
often wasted. Guaranteed for FIVE Years.
Available in 4  striking colors
AQUA BLUE—SOFT WHITE—TANGERINE—CHARCOAL 
with BRONZE or ALUMINUM Metal GIo Frame
6 to 11 ...................................... ..$13.50 each
12 to 47 ...................................... .$12.50 each
48 to 95 ...................................... ..$11.75 each
96 or more ..................................$10.75 each
NUMBER E-22S
GANG COUPLING— (Optional) unobtru­
sive device welded to one side of chair for 
interlocking in orderly rows.
Extra for Each Chair, $1.00
Prices slightly higher In Canada 
Shipping charges extra from Kansas City, Missouri
For additional information, write requesting illustrated brochure
NAZARENE PUBLISHING HOUSE Post Office Box 527 Kansas City, Missouri 64141
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_____________NAZARENE RADIO LEAGUE
OUR QUADRENNIAL REPORT WILL SHOW
23% Increase in "Showers of Blessing" stations 
From 384 stations to 473 stations
265% Increase in "La Hora Nazarena" stations 
From 37 stations to 135 stations
10 New countries have been entered—
Mexico 
Nicaragua 
Honduras 
El Salvador 
Bolivia
Monaco (Monte Carlo)
Dominican Republic
Chile
Samoa
Bermuda
The increased interest of the radio industry is shown by over 
FIVE HUNDRED additional stations carrying our Palm Sun­
day and Easter features last year. It is further evidenced by 
this excerpt of letter from a station manager early this year:
“Just about this time a year ago, you were kind 
enough to supply us with two taped programs for use 
on Palm Sunday and Easter. I’m inquiring if you would 
have similar programs available this year for our 
broadcast on those dates?”
We covet an interest in your quadrennial planning and pray­
ing, that together we may more effectively “ rescue the perish­
ing and care for the dying” of earth’s millions.
Program tapes are supplied without charge.
May. 1964
Nazarene Radio League 
6401 The Paseo 
Kansas City, Mo. 64131
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Department of EVANGELISM
T H
U  £MO*[M ' £Otl$fcAMfl• PORTLAND. OREGON • JUNE 18-26 96-
Meet Us at General Assembly!
Visit Our Department Booth
A  review o f the past 
A  glimpse into tom orrow 
A ll in unique display
*  Visit the Evangelists' Booth
See Visual A rt photos of your 
evangelists.
Get acquainted with more evangelists.
•  ATTEND DEPARTMENT OF EVANGELISM SERVICE
Tuesday evening, June 23, 7:30 p.m.
General Superintendent Dr. V. H. Lewis—speaker 
Singing led by Song Evangelist Curtis Brown 
Trevecca College Choir will sing 
Guest soloist— Song Evangelist James Bohi 
A ll evangelists present are invited to sit in 
special reserved section during this service
- K - K - K - K - X - K - K - K - K - K - K *  
Plan Your First "Holy Watch-Night" Service for July 1, 1964
See information sheet mailed with your 
Prayer and Fasting Poster, March, 1964
- K - K - K  - K - K - K - K  - K - K  - K - K *
W atch for P la n s ------and Pray for 
"SIMULTANEOUS ONE-WEEKEND REVIVAL"
IN EVERY LO C AL CHURCH
Saturday, Sunday, September 19, 20, 1964
f i s t
I I Wednesday 
EACH MONTH
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P R A Y I N G  p m c k m
12:00 Noon 
to
1:00 p.m. 
LOCAL TIME
Wed., May 6 . . .
The Nazarene Preacher
Department of MINISTERIAL BENEVOLENCE
HIGHLIGHTS of 1963
• A total of 613 were served with regular monthly assistance 
in 1963, compared to 563 the year before.
• 89 were added to the roll during the year.
• 174 active and retired ministers and their immediate families 
received a total of $48,622.80 in emergency medical assist­
ance during the year.
• $510,603.30 was spent for benevolence assistance in 1963, ren­
dering service and benefits to active and retired ministers 
of our church.
• Local churches sent in 79.32 percent of their N.M.B.F. appor­
tionment—a record high.
BOARD OF PENSIONS
NAZARENE TAX-SHELTERED ANNUITY
On November 1, 1963, the first bona fide retirement program avail­
able to all ministers and lay employees of the Church of the Nazarene 
was announced. The program uses government-approved tax-sheltered 
annuities as a base. Those participating not only enjoy favorable interest 
and dividend rates, but also avoid immediate income tax expense on in­
terest, dividend, and principal.
Can you save at least $10.00 per month? If so, and you are interested 
in knowing more about this plan, write Dean Wessels, Executive Secre­
tary, Board of Pensions, 6401 The Paseo, Kansas City, Missouri 64131. 
Ask for information on the Nazarene Tax-sheltered Annuity program.
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MISSIONARY SOCIETY
GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY Y E A R -1 0 6 4 -6 5
D A Y ,  IVI A Y  3 f 1 9 6 4
F.M.S.
m m i k i  n  
m W  SUWEA
PROJECT: $150,000
for a
HOSPITAL IN NEW GUINEA
OFFERING-SUNDAY. MAY 3
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Department of CHURCH SCHOOLS
PLAN NOW TO ATTEND  
Fifth 
General 
Church Schools Convention
Portland, Oregon 
June 18-20, 1964
• General sessions with special features
• Workshops for:
Sunday school superintendents and pastors
Children’s workers
Youth workers
Adult workers
Children’s supervisors
Teen supervisors
Adult supervisors
Children’s music
Caravan leaders
Crafts and projects
Audio-visuals
• Great Church Schools Rally on Saturday night,
June 20, with Dr. Samuel Young, speaker
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Department of CHURCH SCHOOLS
"FRAME-UP"
Use your camera 
to capture CRADLE ROLL FAMILIES 
for Christ
Frame these pictures and present them 
to the Cradle Roll families in the program 
on Baby Day, May 3 or 10.
Write your District Cradle Roll Director 
for additional suggestions
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CHRISTIAN SERVICE TRAINING
A well-planned Christian Service 
Training program is effective—
IN IMPROVING  
THE SUNDAY SCHOOL
“The Christian Service Training 
program has helped us come out of 
the bleachers into the arena of ser­
vice to God for the saving of souls.” 
This and other actual reports received 
from our churches show that teachers 
become more interested, more en­
thusiastic, and more effective as a re­
sult of teacher training classes. Super­
visors often report changed attitudes 
among their teachers and a better un­
derstanding of activities and responsi­
bilities beyond the classroom. Others 
notice better lesson planning and even 
improved punctuality among their 
teachers.
IN STRENGTHENING 
THE CHURCH
The C.S.T. program makes a real 
contribution to the building of a solid 
membership. One pastor wrote: “ It 
makes Nazarenes out of Nazarenes.”
As a result of the Churchmanship 
Training courses other pastors report 
a new appreciation for our church, a 
better understanding of our doctrine, 
a greater appreciation for the Word 
of God. Young people have a healthi­
er respect for the rules of the church 
through careful examination. The 
work of the local church is more 
closely identified with our world pro­
gram.
IN FOSTERING  
SPIRITUAL GROWTH
A C.S.T. class provides an oppor­
tunity for two-way communication 
between pastor and people. Spiritual 
truths can be presented in a situation 
where questions can be clarified by 
class participation and discussion. One 
of our newer churches reported, 
“Truth gladly received and several 
sought to improve their lives” as a 
result of a C.S.T. class. Other pastors 
see a new zeal for evangelism, new 
insights and understandings, and 
spiritual growth among their people 
as a result of training classes.
Money is life: sacred, spiritual, and sublime, when in the hands 
of Christian people. It is time and character transformed into a 
miracle-working medium.— J o h n  H. S o l t m a n .
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________NAZARENE INFORMATION SERVICE
Newspaper: A Bridge to the World
By Jim Bishop*
Y j 7 / H A T  IS  A  N E W S P A P E R ?  A news- 
"  paper is lumber made malleable. 
It is ink made into words and pictures. 
It is conceived, born, grows up, and 
dies of old age in a day.
Most of all, a newspaper is current 
information. It is the bridge between 
a home and the rest of the world. It 
tells of people and events swiftly and 
in detail.
In Different Sizes
Newspapers, like people, come in 
many sizes and many personalities. 
Some are fat and sedentary; others 
are lean and hysterical. And, like 
people, some are reliable and some 
are not. There are newspapers which 
scream for attention and there are 
others which whisper the news. All 
newspapers reflect the character of 
their owners.
A good newspaper must show a 
profit. All newspaper owners know 
this. This is why they establish good 
character in their papers, and main­
tain it.
Character is an indefinable quality 
best understood by women. They 
live by it. They can detect it in 
merchandise, in people, in publica­
tions. They, more than their hus­
bands, understand the newspaper 
they buy.
Through Many Hands
The average newspaper contains 
150,000 words or more of information. 
This is the equivalent of two novels.
* Author of The Day Christ Died. By per­
mission of King Features Syndicate.
It is never perfect, never completely 
accurate. It is as near perfect as a 
chain of human minds can make it.
A good newspaper maintains a bal­
ance of 40 percent news to 60 percent 
advertising. When wages go up, and 
the price of newsprint is hiked, the 
ratios can slip further apart.
A  newspaper is private enterprise 
for the public good. It relies on many 
minds to fill it every day, in addition 
to machines which clatter incessantly 
about news coming from Rome, 
Bangkok, Tokyo, and Topeka.
Newsboy Aims and Fires
A boy on a bicycle can take all of 
these things, roll them up, and toss 
them onto a front porch while chew­
ing gum and preparing a good excuse 
for a poor report card. A blind 
newsdealer can sell all this informa­
tion for a small coin without ever 
seeing it.
Tn some countries, the newspapers 
are the instruments of the govern­
ment. In this one, the government is 
sometimes the instrument of newspa­
pers. Perhaps the best thing which 
can be said about newspapers in the 
United States is that they are in 
chronic disagreement with each other.
This is what is meant by a free 
press. A newspaper is always a little 
more than the sum total of its parts.
What is a newspaper?
Quotable quote: “We hope to read the 
kind of news about our institution that we 
like to read, but we know that we will read 
the kind of news we make!”—D u k e  M c ­
C a l l ,  president, Southern Baptist Seminary, 
Louisville, Ky.
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Department of HOME MISSIONS
HOME MISSIONS REPORT
Last year there was a small increase in the organization of new 
churches and there were fewer churches dropped from the records. Yet 
almost half the districts reported no increase in number of churches. There 
are opportunities and growing population centers on every hand. Many 
churches will be organized this spring, as we push towards 200 or more new 
churches in the last seventeen months of the quadrennium. What can you 
and your church do to help?
1961-62 1962-63
Net gain in membership 8,135 7,027
New churches organized 78 84
Churches dropped 50 38
Net gain in number of churches 28 46
Total number of churches, end of year 4,803 4,849
Districts with no increase in number of churches 45 38
CHURCH AWARDS
In 1963, seventy-five churches were 
designated as “most outstanding” in all- 
around development and improvement in 
the Small Church Achievement Program, 
and ninety-nine churches received honor­
able mention awards.
Pastors of churches with less than fifty 
members receive a report form about six 
weeks before the district assembly. (If you 
do not receive one, write your district su­
perintendent or the Department of Home 
Missions.) Complete the report and submit 
to your district as instructed by your dis­
trict superintendent.
See the stories in the Herald of Holiness of the ten representative church­
es of 1963, chosen from the seventy-five most outstanding winners by the 
members of the Department of Home Missions.
T H E  S M A LL CHURCH
A C H IE V E M E N T  PROGRAM
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STEWARDSHIP
THE HIGH COST OF UNWISE GIVING* (Continued, from page 17)
fomia told me he personally saw a con­
tributor hand this religious promoter a 
check for $3,300 for his program. Today 
this man’s organization owns property 
worth hundreds of thousands of dollars. 
There are few men, if any, who can 
stand an independent work, collecting 
money and giving no public accounting 
of income and expenditures.
The story of a man who toured our 
churches for a Middle East project is 
scarcely any better. He captured the con­
fidence and purse strings of many Men­
nonites and others, accumulating huge 
sums, refused to give audited accounting, 
and today is disowned by organizations 
he claimed to be and was slightly as­
sociated with. Our Mennonite organiza­
tions got letters from those organizations 
warning us of his deception. It is most 
dangerous for any man to collect money 
from God’s people and then have an 
organization which he controls to qualify 
for tax deduction. Such a leader’s real
need is for a board which can give him 
counsel and control.
I wrote to one of the great “divine 
healing” organizations asking for tax 
deduction certificate and a financial re­
port. They sent the first immediately; 
but weeks later, after asking again for a 
financial report, I received a letter say­
ing they made their report public once, 
then people used the income as a tool 
against them; so since then they never 
make their financial report available to 
their contributors. But what reasonable 
person would object to what they got in, 
if they used it properly and wisely? 
What would happen if our church boards, 
or any denominational board, began to 
withhold reports from the contributors! 
Would our people tolerate a congrega­
tional treasurer who refused to give re­
ports?
(To be continued)
CHAN GE O F ADDRESS FORM
PASTOR— A Service for You
When you change address, fill in the form below and mail to the Gen­
eral Secretary. All official records at headquarters and periodical records 
at the Nazarene Publishing House will be changed from this one notification.
Name......................................................... Date of Change............................
New Address: Street or Box ...................... ........ ......................................
C ity.................................................... State..................ZIP Code.................
New Position: Pastor . . . .  Evan....... Other____Church...........Dist...........
Former Address .............................................................................................
Former Position: Pastor . . . .  Evang........Other . . . .  Church . . . .  Dist.........
(Clip and send to the General Secretary, 6401 The Paseo, Kansas City, Mo. 64131)
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►JUPI*
Three NEW Titles 
in the
BEACON Counseling SERIES
You Can Have Dollars and Sense
By PAUL MILLER. Sound, practical advice help­
ful to young couples establishing a home. Basic 
principles of stewardship are stressed as the 
guide to happy financial living.
Now That Trouble Has Come You Need a Family Altar
By E. E. WORDSWORTH. Encouraging words 
to those in distressing circumstances. Emphasis 
is placed on making our troubles triumphs and 
using these experiences to comfort and lift 
others. 31 pages.
By JOSEPH GRAY. For any not fully acquaint­
ed with the purpose of a family altar. Diffi­
culties in maintaining one are clearly discussed 
and a variety of suggestions given that will 
add interest to this worship time. 43 pages.
Other Titles in the Popular BEACON Pastor's Counseling SERIES . . .
A ppropriate little  b ook s  to  leave w h en  ca llin g  or hand to  those to  w h om  you  are g iv in g  
counsel and gu idance. Pastors w h o  have set up  a  system atic p lan  o f  d istribution  find  
these an  im portant to o l in  strengthening their m in istry.
Each sub ject, w ritten  b y  a w e ll-q u a lified  Nazarene, has b een  ca re fu lly  and clea rly  p re ­
sented to  g ive  tim ely  help  true to  the teachings o f  the  B ib le  and the church . C onvenient 
S1/^ x  6”  size and attractive, co lo rfu l, p ap er-cover  design  m ak e it inv iting  to slip  into 
p ock et o r  purse fo r  reading at leisure m om ents.
NOW THAT YOU'RE PLANNING MARRIAGE ........................................................ Milo L. Arnold
NOW HERE IS  YOUR CHURCH ...........................................................................  Fletcher C. Spruce
NOW THAT BEREAVEMENT HAS COME ....................................................................  C. B. Strang
NOW THAT ILLNESS HAS COME ......................................................................  Ernest E. Grosse
NOW THAT YOU'RE SANCTIFIED ..................................................................................  Neal Dirkse
NOW THAT YOU'RE SAVED .......................................................................................... John E. Riley
TEEN-AGER, YOU CAN BE A CHRISTIAN TOO ........................................................ Paul Martin
YOU CAN BE SANCTIFIED WHOLLY ...........................................................................  Ross E. Price
YOU CAN BE SAVED ...................................................................................................  Roscoe Pershall
Priced for Quantity Distribution—25c; 12 for $1.50
Prices slightly higher in Canada
Order a Liberal Supply to Have on Hand
N A Z A R E N E  P U B L I S H I N G  H O U S E
Washington at Bresee 
Pasadena, California 91104
Post Office Box 527 
Kansas City, Missouri 64141
IN CANADA: 1592 Bloor St., W. 
Toronto 9, Ontario
CAN
HAVE
DOLLARSarid
SENSE -
Paul Mifitfrr
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Some Questions About the Church
(Continued, from page 16)
being very important, it is in no sense 
an “ordinance.”
Question. What is your concept of the 
Trinity? What is the importance of each 
Person?
Answer. The Father, who rules over 
all; the Son, who became man for our 
redemption; the Holy Spirit, who is our 
indwelling Teacher, Guide, and Sancti- 
fier, are coeternal with each other, and 
in essential deity are coequal. They are 
distinct, yet united with and into each 
other in such a way as to be one God, 
not three. The mystery of this we do 
not pretend to explain. But such is the 
teaching of the Bible, and such is con­
firmed to the believer who really comes 
to know this triune God. To presume to 
understand God fully however would be 
rash presumption.
Question. What is your plan of salva­
tion? What position do persons that are 
not members of your church hold in this 
plan after death?
Answer. God has taken the initiative 
in making salvation possible by the gift 
of His Son, Jesus Christ, who came into 
the world for the express purpose of 
atoning for the sins of men on the Cross, 
and releasing power for holy character 
and holy living by His bodily resurrec­
tion. The personal benefits of His death 
and resurrection are appropriated in two 
works of grace: first, the forgiveness of 
our sins; and secondly, the purifying of 
our nature from inherited sinfulness. We 
receive the forgiveness of our sins on 
condition of sincere repentance and sim­
ple faith in Jesus as Saviour. We receive 
the purifying of our nature on condition 
of complete consecration to the will and 
service of God, and simple faith in Jesus 
as our Sanctifier. John 3:14-16; 20:31; 
Heb. 7:25; 9:24-28; Titus 2:11-15; Rom. 
3:23-26.
As far as the second half of the ques­
tion is concerned I can say only this: 
Our personal destiny after death is de­
termined solely by our relationship to 
Jesus Christ before death. It is not deter­
mined by membership in the Church of 
the Nazarene or any other church.
More about funerals
Services Rendered 
by Funeral Directors
We are printing this supplement to last 
month’s article, “Let’s Christianize Our 
Funerals,” in case some pastors do not 
know these basic facts.
1. Standard services of funeral direc­
tors
a. Removal of body to funeral 
home
b. Preparation of body for burial 
or cremation
c. Arrangements of a memorial or 
a religious service
d. Provision of a hearse and lim­
ousine for family in the proces­
sion
e. Preparation of necessary certi­
ficates
f. Notification of pallbearers
g. Arrangement for handling of 
flowers
(The basic price is usually the 
same whether you use all of 
these services or not).
2. Optional services of funeral direc­
tors
a. Flowers
b. Extra limousines
c. Burial clothing
d. Musicians or soloists
e. Death notices
f. Transporting of body to another 
city
3. Services which funeral directors do 
not usually provide
a. Cemetery lot and maintenance 
of grave site
b. Grave memorials and markers 
Note: Pastors should encourage parish­
ioners to check all burial benefits which 
may be available. Veterans are eligible 
for a $250 burial payment, military burial 
in a National cemetery, and a free grave 
marker. Social Security also makes a 
burial payment.
— J a m e s  C. H e f l e y
T r o u b l e
Trouble is usually produced by 
those who don’t produce anything 
else (Selected).
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^  ueen of the p arson age.......
AUDREY  J. W ILL IA M SO N
Compassed About
I h a v e  h e a r d  the story of a woman who found the cocoon of an emperor 
moth. The silky case was fastened se­
curely to a bare twig in deep woods. It 
was the fall of the year, and on impulse 
she broke the twig and carried the small, 
dull gray thing home, where she kept it 
through the winter.
One day, when the feel of spring was 
in the air, she observed that there was 
movement in the cocoon. All day she 
watched the increasing activity of the 
creature within. Now the neck of the 
case the emperor spins is very narrow, 
and it seemed that the moth would never 
be able to emerge through that tiny 
tunnel.
The woman began to question and 
reason. Surely the warm air of the house 
had dried and shrunk the silky fibers. 
The moth would undoubtedly die in its 
efforts to emerge from its prison. Would 
it not be a kindness for her to cut the 
hindering walls and release this creature 
intended for wide-winged flight through 
the gloi’ious sunshine and air?
She took her scissors and ever so 
slightly clipped some fibers of the con­
fining cocoon. With amazing ease the 
moth emerged. She marveled at the 
great body and the tiny wings, and wait­
ed eagerly for them to expand until they 
could bear the creature’s weight.
But she was doomed to disappoint­
ment. The gossamer wings with their 
gorgeous markings and their incredible 
strength never enlarged and developed. 
And this creature of the air lived its 
brief life crawling about on a table top, 
an abortion which never reached fulfill­
ment.
Later the woman learned from a great 
naturalist the reasons why. The fibers 
and tissues in those wings needed the 
long struggle and effort of emerging from 
the cocoon to bring them to their max­
imum strength and ultimate beauty. The 
premature and easy release had thwarted 
the highest purpose for which this living 
thing had been intended.
Do you know someone whose life 
seems closed in, as by prison walls? Cir­
cumstances, accident or sickness, eco­
nomic stresses, lack of recognition or of 
opportunity, or the unavoidable demands 
of other people upon such ones, may 
appear to be hindering or preventing 
their highest usefulness.
But let us be careful how we free 
them from their cocoons or encourage 
them to loose the bonds that hold them. 
We must have faith in God’s timing. It 
is as accurate and dependable as His 
goodness or His mercy, His justice or His 
faithfulness. We do not always know 
what we or anyone else needs at a given 
time. Perhaps the delay, the struggle, the 
effort are all parts of our wing develop­
ment.
And further, I do not believe God 
wants us to accept these adverse dis­
pensations of His providence with pas­
sivity. “We have had fathers of our 
flesh which corrected us, and we gave 
them reverence: shall we not rather be 
in subjection unto the Father of spirits, 
and live? For they verily for a few days 
chastened us after their own pleasure; 
but he for our profit, that we might be 
partakers of his holiness. Now no chas­
tening for the present seemeth to be
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joyous, but grievous: nevertheless after­
ward it yieldeth the peaceable fruit of 
righteousness unto them which are exer­
cised thereby” (Heb. 12:9-11).
Unto them which are exercised there­
by! Our spiritual activity, even under 
restraint, is like physical activity with a 
handicap. As the hurdle is to the runner, 
as the lifting bar is to the high jumper 
or pole vaulter, so are these providences 
which God permits to develop stamina.
Is one avenue of loved service denied? 
And are you given an assignment in an­
other area where it seems neither your
gifts nor your desires dictate your best 
efforts? Do not repine. Do no quit. Do 
not be unhappy. Keep active! Your 
wingspan is being developed. One day, 
when God sees you are ready, you will 
break through the confining walls that 
now restrain you. And you will be pre­
pared for flights hitherto undreamed of!
Parsonage lady, if you do not need 
this word yourself, perhaps you know 
of someone who does. The story has 
helped me. I trust it will be helpful to 
you too. “Thou shalt compass me about 
with songs of deliverance”  (Ps. 32: 7).
A Mother’s Prayer
Father in Heaven, make me wise,
So that my gaze may never meet 
A question in my children’s eyes.
God keep me always kind and sweet.
And patient, too, before their need.
Let each vexation know its place;
Let gentleness be all my creed;
Let laughter live upon my face!
A  mother’s day is very long;
There are so many things to do! 
But never let me lose my song
Before the hardest day is through.
— M a r g a r e t  E. S a n g s t e r  in 
Masterpieces of Religious Verse
John W esley 's Tribute to His Mother
“Take her for all in all, I do not believe that any human being 
ever brought into this world and carried through it a larger portion of 
original goodness than my dear mother. Everyone who knew her loved 
her, for she seemed to be made to be happy herself and to make every­
one happy within her little sphere. Her understanding was as good as 
her heart. It was from her that I have inherited that alertness of mind 
and quickness of apprehension without which it would have been im­
possible for me to have undertaken half of what I have performed. 
God never blessed a human creature with a more cheerful disposition, 
a more generous spirit, a sweeter tongue, or a tenderer heart. I re­
member that when I first understood what death was and began to 
think of it, the most fearful thought it introduced was that of losing 
my mother; it seemed to me more than I could bear; and I used 
to hope that I could die first.”
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STUDIES ;
TOWARDS BETTER BIBLICAL SCHOLARSHIP
Studies in the Sermon on the Mount
By H. K. Bed well*
Study No. 1 Matthew 5:1-2; 7:28-29.
The O rig ina l D raught of Essential Christianity
In  c o m i n g  t o  the words of Jesus ut­tered to His disciples on the mount 
we are approaching the unadulterated 
spring of Christian teaching. The title 
of this first study is Cannon Liddon’s 
summing up of these three remarkable 
chapters. Oswald Chambers declared 
that the sermon on the mount “ is a state­
ment of the life we will live when the 
Holy Spirit is having His way with us.” 
In this introductory study let us notice:
1. The Preacher
Before we examine the Sermon on the 
Mount, let us look at the Man on the 
Mount, (a) His knowledge. The best of 
human preachers have been handicapped 
inevitably by the limits of their knowl­
edge, and the inescapable bias of mind 
and outlook created by background and 
upbringing. No preacher has held all the 
truth, and the best have been beset by 
error in some form or another. Here we 
have the Prince of Preachers. Of all the 
mighty preachers we have coveted to 
hear, here is the mightiest of them all, 
the One who holds all the truth and 
knows no error, He who is the Truth.
(b) His skill. The influence of a 
powerful personality through the medi­
um of preaching is immense. Here is 
One who could so affect His hearers that
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even His enemies had to admit that 
“never man spake like this man.” The 
effect here produced upon the hearers 
was of astonishment. See chapter 7:28. 
What a priceless privilege it was for the 
disciples to look upon the face of the 
Master Orator, to listen to the sweet 
cadences of His voice, and to feel the 
presence of that marvelous personality!
(c) His authority. The astonishment 
of the audience as they listened to His 
gracious words was occasioned by the 
outstanding note of complete authority 
which characterized these utterances. 
See chapter 7:29. Three factors com­
bined to produce this effect.
Firstly, His character. In delivering 
the Sermon on the Mount, Jesus drew a 
perfect picture of His own unblemished 
character. The Man on the Mount 
lived the Sermon on the Mount. Alas, 
too often the eloquence of the preacher 
has been rendered void by the lack of 
grace which he has exhibited! It was 
said of one preacher that when he was 
in the pulpit his audience wished that he 
would never come out of it, but when he 
was out of it they wished he would never 
go in! Jesus was the embodiment of His 
message. He lived what he preached.
Secondly, He was deeply conscious of 
His divine mission. He was a Man with a 
message, a Servant with a commission
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to fulfill. Again and again He affirmed 
that the message He preached was not 
His own, but one which had been given 
to Him by the Father. He was the Am ­
bassador of the Godhead. He had come 
from the Fountainhead of all authority 
with a word to speak.
Thirdly, He was God manifest in the 
flesh. Other men had been God’s spokes­
men; here God himself is on the scene. 
The words of the Sermon on the Mount 
are not the words of a man merely; they 
are the very words of God. At mount 
Sinai, God himself wrote upon the two 
tables of stone, with His own finger; on 
the mount with the disciples, God spoke 
with the human voice, in the person of 
Jesus Christ. Hence the immense im­
portance of all that this wonderful ser­
mon contains.
2. The People
It is quite clear from chapter 5:1 that 
the disciples were the people to whom 
these words were addressed and not the 
multitude. It is also clear from chapter 
7:28, that, while He had been preaching 
to the inner circle of His followers on the 
mountainside, the crowds had found Him 
out, and had silently gathered around 
in a great outer circle and listened to His 
message. There are at least three reasons 
why Jesus spoke these words to the dis­
ciples and not to the crowd. (1) The 
disciples had received and obeyed the 
call of Jesus, and had by reason of their 
response expressed their readiness to fol­
low Him. They had become citizens of 
the kingdom of God, and therefore were 
prepared to receive the laws of that 
Kingdom. The world is not ready to re­
ceive these laws. (2) The disciples by 
their own choice had made themselves 
pupils of the greatest Teacher of all time. 
Jesus is ready to teach all those who 
are humble enough to be taught. He 
says, “Learn of me.” (3) The disciples 
are the key to the multitude. It is sur­
prising to read that, when He saw the 
multitude, He turned away from them 
and got His disciples together and taught 
them. Had He not come to die for the 
world? Was not His heart full of love 
and compassion for the perishing multi­
tudes? Yes, but He knew that the key 
to reaching the multitudes with the mes­
sage of the gospel is the individual soul, 
instructed and equipped in the things of 
God.
3. The Place
How many remarkable things in the 
Bible happened on the mountaintop! It 
was on the mount that Abraham offered 
Isaac. On the mount Moses met God 
face to face and received the law of God. 
It was on the mount that Elijah called 
down fire from heaven. On the mount 
Jesus was transfigured before His dis­
ciples, and on Mount Calvary He died as 
an Offering for sin. (a) The mount is 
the place of solitude. If God is to teach 
us His ways we must get alone with 
Him. (b) The mount is the place of 
vision. Amid the crowd the vision is lost. 
Things are seen in a wrong perspective. 
The fleeting things of time and sense 
loom large, and eternal things fade into 
the background. On the mount with Je­
sus, the right perspective is restored and 
we see things in their true relationships,
(c) The mount is the place of challenge. 
Just as God delivered His laws on Sinai, 
made the supreme demand on Abraham 
at Moriah, and through Elijah challenged 
the backslidden nation on Carmel, here 
Jesus issued the challenge of a God- 
controlled life to His little band of fol­
lowers. (d) The mount is the place of 
transfiguration. The forty days on the 
mount so transformed Moses that all un­
consciously the “skin of his face shone.” 
To be on the mount with Jesus Christ 
will effect an amazing transformation in 
our lives.
4. The Preaching
(a) It was intended for individuals. 
The challenge of these words is a per­
sonal one. We can face up to it only as 
individuals, (b) It is intended for today. 
If we have been “born again” into the 
kingdom of God, we are inevitably ob­
ligated to obey its laws—and in the Ser­
mon on the Mount we have those laws 
enunciated, (c) It is intended for be­
lievers. Apart from the grace of God
(Continued on page 47)
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Gleanings from the Greek New Testament
By Ralph Earle
Eph. 4:27-32
No Loophole
The King James Version gives a good 
literal translation of verse 27: “Neither 
give place to the devil.” The word for 
“place” is topos. It means “a portion of 
space viewed in reference to its occu­
pancy or as appropriated to a thing.” 1 
This is evidently the basis of Phillips’ 
translation (tying it in with what pre­
cedes) : “Don’t give the devil that sort 
of foothold.” That is, don’t give him any 
place of occupancy by harboring anger in 
your heart. Arndt and Gingrich suggest 
for this passage: “Do not give the devil a 
chance to exert his influence.”2 Beck 
follows this closely in his rendering: 
“Don’t give the devil a chance to work.”3 
The Revised Standard Version also builds 
on this: “And give no opportunity to 
the devil.” Moffatt and Goodspeed use 
“ chance.” Weymouth has: “And do not 
leave room for the devil.” Perhaps the 
most striking translation is that of The 
New English Bible: “Leave no loop-hole 
for the devil.”
Worthless Word
The King James Version (v. 29) has 
“corrupt communication.” The noun is 
the common term logos, which means 
“word,” and is so translated 218 out of 
the 330 times it occurs in the New Testa­
ment. But in the other places (including 
here), it is rendered about thirty differ­
ent ways.
The adjective is sapros. Thayer gives 
among others the following definitions: 
“rotten, putrid, of poor quality, bad, unfit 
for use, worthless.”4 Arndt and Gingrich 
give: “decayed, rotten.” They note that 
it is used of spoiled fish, of rotten grapes 
on the ground, of crumbling stones. In
general it means “ unusable, unfit, bad.” 
For this passage they suggest “evil word” 
or “evil speech.”
In the New Testament it is used of 
trees and fruit (Matt. 7:17-18; 12:33; 
Luke 6:43), and of fish (Matt. 13:48). 
Only in this place is it used metaphori­
cally. Salmond says: “Here it does not 
seem to mean jilthy, but, as the following 
clause suggests, bad, profitless, of no good 
to any one.’ '7'
However, some scholars prefer the 
stronger meaning. Eadie renders the 
clause, “Let no filthy word come out of 
your m o u t h . P h i l l i p s  has “foul lan­
guage,” and The Berkeley Version “foul 
speech.” The standard versions read 
“corrupt speech” (A.R.V.), “evil talk” 
(R.S.V.) and “bad language” (N.E.B.). 
Moffatt and Goodspeed have “bad word.” 
But Weymouth has “unwholesome 
words.” This agrees with Salmond’s con­
clusion, noted above. The best way to 
interpret the passage is to say that no 
bad words or even worthless words 
should come out of the Christian’s mouth. 
Rather it should always be “something 
good” (literal Greek).
The Greek reverses the order of these 
words. It has “edifying of the use.” What 
does this mean?
The word translated “edifying” means 
literally “building up,” from the idea of 
building a house. “Use” is chreia, “neces­
sity” or “need.” But how does this make 
sense in English?
Salmond suggests that chreias (geni­
tive case) is either the objective genitive, 
“ edification applied to the need,” or the 
genitive of remote reference, “ edification 
in reference to the need (the present 
need).7 The thought seems to be that 
our talk should be suitable for building 
people up in the faith, so as to meet any
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needs that may be present. Eadie puts 
it this way:
The precious hour should never be pol­
luted with corrupt speech, nor should it 
be wasted in idle and frivolous dialogue 
. . . Conversation should always exercise 
a salutary influence, regulated by spe­
cial need. Words so spoken may fall like 
winged seeds upon a neglected soil, and 
there may be future germination and 
fruit.s
Perhaps the writer might be permitted 
to give a personal illustration. As a young 
Christian he was invited to a birthday 
party for a young lady who had a Sunday 
school class of giggling girls. He prayed 
definitely that the Lord would make him 
a blessing there, and specifically that 
some person would be saved as a result. 
The teacher had told him that one of 
the girls was so utterly frivolous that 
she was a constant problem in class. 
Soon afterward this girl was converted. 
Her testimony was this: “ It was at the 
birthday party that I decided to be a 
Christian.” The writer had the privilege 
of officiating at the marriage of this girl 
to a fine young man. Today they are 
doing an outstanding piece of work in 
the pastoral ministry. The conversation 
that evening was “edifying” to the sal­
vation of that girl who seemed hopeless, 
but whose potentiality only God knew.
Westcott makes this comment on 
chreia: “The need represents a gap in 
the life which the wise word ‘builds up,’ 
fills up solidly and surely.” u
It should be noted that the admonition, 
“Grieve not the Holy Spirit of God,” 
follows right after this. Evidently one 
way that we may grieve the Holy Spirit 
is by frivolous, worthless conversation. 
Actually, time is too short and valuable 
to be wasted. It needs to be spent in 
edifying words and works.
A  Cluster of Carnal Traits
In verse 31 we find a typical Pauline 
list of vices a Christian should avoid. 
There are an even half dozen here.
“Bitterness”
Arndt and Gingrich define pikria as 
meaning figuratively: “bitterness, ani­
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mosity, anger, harshness.” Elsewhere in 
the New Testament it is found only in 
Acts 8:23; Rom. 3:14; and Heb. 12:15.
Eadie says that pikria is “a figurative 
term denoting that fretted and irritable 
state of mind that keeps a man in per­
petual animosity—that inclines him to 
harsh and uncharitable opinions of men 
and things—that makes him sour, 
crabbed, and repulsive in his general 
demeanour—that brings a scowl over his 
face, and infuses venom into the words 
of his tongue.” 10
“Wrath, and Anger”
The two Greek words are thymos and 
orge. The first occurs in only this one 
place in Ephesians. The second is found 
in 2:3 and 5:6, but is translated “wrath” 
in both places! This fact points up the 
confusion between the exact meanings 
of the two terms. Thymos occurs eigh­
teen times in the New Testament. It is 
translated (K.J.V.) “wrath” fifteen times 
“fierceness” twice, and “indignation” 
once. Orge is found thirty-six times. It 
is rendered “wrath” thirty-one times, 
“anger” three times (including here), 
“vengeance” and “ indignation” once 
each. So the dominant translation for 
both words is “wrath.” What is the dif­
ference between them?
Trench is the most helpful authority 
on such distinctions. He says: “ Thymos 
. . . is more of the turbulent commotion, 
the boiling agitation of the feelings,” 
whereas orge suggests “more of an abid­
ing and settled habit of mind.” 11
“Clamour”
The Greek word is krauge. The cog­
nate verb means “cry out, shout.” So 
the noun means “outcry” (cf. Acts. 23:9), 
or “shouting.” The reference seems to be 
to noisy arguing and quarreling. Eadie 
suggests that it signifies the “expression 
of this anger—hoarse reproach, the high 
language of scorn and scolding, the yell­
ing tones, the loud and boisterous rec­
rimination, and the fierce and impetuous 
invective that mark a man in a towering 
rage.” 12
(Continued on page 48)
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STUDIES 7
This Doctrine of the Cross
By J. Glenn Gould*
T e x t : For the preaching of the cross is
to them that perish foolishness; but
unto us which are saved it is the power
of God (I Cor. 1:18).
Questions
1. What is to be understood by the 
word “preaching,” and how is it rendered 
in other versions?
2. Does “cross” suggest the Cross of 
wood on which Jesus died or the whole 
event of His redeeming self-sacrifice?
3. What is the nature of this attitude 
toward the Cross which sees it as “fool­
ishness” ?
4. How is the expression “foolishness” 
in verse 18 to be related to the “foolish­
ness of preaching” in verse 21?
5. What importance attaches to the 
idea of “perishing” as a process, as sug­
gested in R.S.V. and other versions?
6. What significance should we attri­
bute to “saved” considered as a process, 
as suggested in these other versions?
7. What is the importance of the fact 
that the antithesis to “ foolishness”  is not 
wisdom (sophia) but “power” ?
Exegesis
The word rendered “preaching” in the 
K.J.V. is not preaching in the sense that 
we commonly understand it. That has its 
place, of course. But the New Testament 
word for “preaching” is kerygma, which 
means “the proclamation of the saving 
message.” This appears clearly in verse
21 of this chapter. Here in verse 18 the 
original term is logos, which means the 
“word” of the Cross. It is so rendered in 
the R.S.V. The New English Bible uses
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the term “doctrine” to translate logos, 
and, interesting enough, is supported in 
this procedure by John Wesley’s transla­
tion (see Wesley’s Explanatory Notes on 
the New Testament).
The term “cross” is not to be under­
stood as referring explicitly to the wood­
en Cross on which Jesus died. Nor is the 
“word of the cross” to be understood as 
simply a recounting of the gruesome 
event of the Crucifixion. This event 
needs to be contemplated: an event with­
out parallel, having inexhaustible signif­
icance; an event so inherently horrible 
that the Church would not venture for 
three centuries to use the cross as its 
chief symbol. The “doctrine of the cross” 
is the glad news that “God was in Christ 
reconciling the world unto himself.” This 
event God boldly intrudes upon us and 
demands that we make a decision re­
garding it.
The attitude of mind which sees only 
“foolishness” in the Cross is simply the 
attitude of calculating worldliness toward 
the whole event of Christ. It sees only 
the shame and disgrace of the Cruci­
fixion, with no knowledge whatever of 
the glory which transfigures for Chris­
tian eyes that terrible event. In verse 21, 
St. Paul speaks (in the K.J.V.) of the 
“foolishness of preaching”—an expression 
more adequately rendered as “ the [ap­
parent] folly of what we preach.” This 
is “ the offence [skandalon] of the cross” 
(Gal. 5:11).
Both “them that perish” and “ us which 
are saved” sound in the K.J.V. like 
finished conditions of heart and life. But 
the original and most of the modern 
tranlsations bring out the fact of process
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in both cases. These clauses do not refer 
to those finally lost or finally saved, but 
to those who are involved in the one 
process or the other. The R.S.V., for 
instance, renders these clauses as “ those 
who are perishing” and “ us who are 
being saved.” To perish without God and 
hope is to be involved in a process which 
has a beginning in a moment of wrong 
decision, and is characterized by an in­
creasing tempo or momentum, with an 
evitable and terrible end. Those who have 
yielded to this fatal drift and who accept 
the biased judgments of the world they 
have chosen see only folly in the word 
of the Cross. Dr. Emil Brunner rightly 
describes the cross of Christ as the 
“scandal of Christianity.”
But to be saved is also to be involved 
in a process, with a definite beginning, an 
ongoing process, and a blessed future 
tense. To be saved one must accept from 
the heart God’s amazing intervention in 
history and in our lives; we must fling 
away every other reliance and cling only 
to this.
Nothing in my hand I bring, 
Simply to Thy cross I cling.
To all such this event becomes the power 
of God. The usual antithesis to foolish­
ness is wisdom; yet Paul sees the true 
antithesis as the power of God. Dr. 
Clarence T. Craig, writing in The Inter­
preter’s Bible (Vol. 10, p. 27) remarks 
that “in the eyes of the world the Cross 
was a symbol of weakness and futility. 
But the power of God is measured by a 
different standard. Believers are saved, 
not by some new intellectual truth, but 
by the apprehension of a new power.” 
That power pursues and overtakes us, 
lifts us, re-creates us, gives us “power to 
become the sons of God.”
Homiletical Development
There are three possible titles for this 
sermon, each of which, as you observe, 
indicates a type of homiletical develop­
ment. They are:
1. “This Doctrine of the Cross”
2. “The Scandal of the Cross”
3. “The Folly and Power of the Cross” 
The most adequate and comprehensive 
of these is the third. No. 1 would call 
for a positive development of the “Christ
event,” which came to its culmination at 
Calvary and its subsequent victory. 
No. 2 would suggest a treatment that 
would concentrate on the “offence” or 
“scandal” of the Cross—the world’s mis­
understanding of and contempt for the 
significance of the Cross. But No. 3 
brings out all of the fine preaching as­
pects of this text and perhaps makes 
possible a more effective evangelistic ap­
peal in the message.
In any event one could begin with the 
statement that the Bible clearly teaches 
that the death of Jesus was the most 
significant event in all history. Greater 
than what goes on in the halls of Con­
gress, of vaster significance than the most 
serious considerations of the president 
of the United States and the members of 
his cabinet, more meaningful than the 
most momentous deliberations of the 
United Nations, is the fact that Jesus 
Christ died on the Cross and arose again 
from the dead. This makes the preaching 
of a sermon about the cross of Christ an 
event of the most far-reaching impor­
tance. This issue divides men into two 
great classes far more effectively than 
the iron curtain divides Europe, or the 
hated wall divides Berlin.
Some such proposition as this would 
help our listeners anticipate the direction 
our message will take: “Let us consider 
this word of the Cross, its folly to those 
who perish, and its power as experienced 
by those who are being saved by it.”
A three-point division of such a mes­
sage could well proceed in this fashion:
I. What is meant, first of all, by the 
preaching of the Cross?
II. To those who are perishing, it is 
sheer folly.
III. To those who are being saved, it is 
the power of God.
This is a purely textual outline, though 
the development of each point could well 
be topical in form, though enriched by 
biblical material. In the form suggested 
above it could be a sermon preached 
either for edification or with evangelistic 
intent. Points 2 and 3 might be reversed, 
thus placing the climax on the warning 
note. But in either case the conclusion 
could include a recapitulation of the
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whole argument, with the opportunity to 
make whatever emphasis the occasion 
demands or which seems the direction 
of the Spirit’s guidance.
Variant emphases might be one on the 
message of the Cross, concentrating on 
the fact of atonement through Christ’s 
death or one on the “ offence” or “scandal 
(Gr. Skandalon) of the Cross.
The Christian Home
S c r i p t u r e : II Tim. 1:1-11.
I I I .  T h e  C h r i s t i a n  F a m i l y  I s  a  F a m i l y  
W i t h i n  a  F a m i l y .
A. Each member should be con­
cerned about the welfare of the 
whole.
B. Christ is the Head of the 
Church; man is the head of 
the home.
II. T h e  C h r i s t i a n  H o m e  Is t h e  S t r o n g ­
e s t  D e f e n s e  A g a i n s t  S i n .
A. Here the spiritual life of our 
children is molded.
B. From our homes will go mis­
sionaries, preachers, teachers, 
doctors.
C. Even the spirituality of our 
churches will be affected by the 
type of children our homes pro­
duce.
III. T h e  C h r i s t i a n  H o m e  Is t h e  S t r o n g ­
e s t  W i t n e s s  t h e  C h u r c h  H a s .
A. By our homes we will be known.
B. The home will weaken or 
strengthen our power to wit­
ness.
— W i l l i a m  C . S u m m e r s
Timothy’s Godly Heritage
S c r i p t u r e : I I  Timothy 1:3-5 
I n t r o d u c t i o n : Paul’s great love and 
concern for Timothy. Timothy, a 
third-generation saint. Was it an ac­
cident?
I . T h e  P o w e r  a n d  I n f l u e n c e  o f  H o l y  
E x a m p l e .
A. Lois
B. Eunice
C. Wesley
D. Booth family
II . E m u l a t i o n  o f  C h r i s t i a n  E x a m p l k  
b y  T i m o t h y  o f  H i s  M o t h e r  a n d  
G r a n d m o t h e r .
A. Suppose Lois and Eunice had 
been worldly, wicked, and sin­
ful rather than Christlike; 
what then?
B. Mother, an influence for good 
or evil. Jezebel vs. Susanna 
Wesley.
III. T i m o t h y  F e l l  H e ir  t o  S i n c e r e , 
U n q u a l i f i e d , a n d  P e r m a n e n t  
F a i t h  a s  E x e m p l i f i e d  b y  L o i s  a n d  
E u n i c e .
A. Does what we believe matter?
B. Does training in the home af­
fect us?
C. Is the genuine Christian faith 
essential in home life?
D. Is consistent example a safe­
guard?
IV. W e  L e a r n  T h a t  a  G o d l y  H e r i t a g e  
Is P r i c e l e s s .
A. Godly mothers bless posterity.
B. Mothers should see to it that 
children attend the means o£ 
grace.
1. Timothy was converted un­
der Paul’s ministry at Lys- 
tra.
2. Catholics train their chil­
dren.
3. Jews give much attention 
to Jewish education.
4. The Kremlin specializes on 
child training.
5. “The future destiny of the 
child is always the work of 
the mother.”—Napoleon.
C o n c l u s i o n : God give us more mothers 
like Lois and Eunice, Susanna Wesley 
and Catherine Booth. We truly love 
you, dear Mother.
— E . E . W o r d s w o r t h
B o o k s
A book is a permanent possession: 
it is often the better for not offering all 
of itself up to the first glance, for with­
holding some of its innermost secrets 
for a subsequent and deeper familiarity. 
The best books do not throw themselves 
at you, do not make an ostentatious dis­
play. They can bide their time, inviting 
a return when the moment is right and 
a particular sympathy exists between 
reader and author.
— J o h n  O ’L o n d o n ’ s , England
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MY PR BLEM
Question: How can I train my board 
members to attend the regular board 
meetings faithfully?
A  C a l i f o r n i a  P a s t o r  S a y s :
In order to attain this interest from 
the members of the church board the 
pastor should impress upon them their 
responsibility, as elected officers, to the 
membership of the church and to the 
Kingdom interests. This responsibility is 
in both the spiritual, physical, and nu­
merical growth of the church. Impress 
upon them that each meeting is a vitally 
important meeting. This can be done in 
an impressive installation service at the 
beginning of the year.
A regular night each month is vitally 
important, for our members must sched­
ule their time even as we schedule ours. 
A reminder from the board secretary on 
the day of the meeting is helpful, espe­
cially to those who are prone to forget. 
Starting on time and closing as early as 
possible also have untold value in se­
curing attendance. Have committees that 
function and call for their reports. Your 
planning will reflect in their interest.
A n  I d a h o  P a s t o r  D e c l a r e s :
Respect, confidence, and trust com­
prise the Nazarene pastor’s power. He 
has no episcopal authority, and the great­
est asset he has is his careful use of 
power. Foolishly expended over trivia, 
it is unusable in the big issues. When 
a board, after surveying and measuring 
the quality of their pastor in administra­
tive duties, decide that he is fair, loyal 
to the Manual processes, and prudent, 
they will work with him. No pastor can 
win loyal attendance by setting up “dum­
my” committees whose work he ignores 
or undercuts. A spiritual approach to 
problems with full discussion allowed, 
and with the pastor thinking ahead to 
help protect board members from them­
selves, will go far in aiding regular at­
tendance.
A n o t h e r  C a l i f o r n i a  P a s t o r  S a y s :
We conduct our board meetings in a 
relaxed, informal atmosphere, yet main­
tain the dignity due the business of God’s 
kingdom. We try to adhere scrupulously 
to the regular meeting time each month 
unless obligated to make a change, so that 
members know how to plan in advance 
to be present. Perhaps most important, 
we make it clear that each member is 
free to express himself on any issue 
without fear of being misunderstood or 
pressured to conform to a predetermined 
plan. This capitalizes on the ideas of 
laymen and creates a climate in which 
their talents may be utilized. I believe 
this makes members want to attend 
board meetings: and after all, what good 
is forced attendance?
PROBLEM: As a pastor approaching mid­
dle age, and having just completed a sec­
ond building program that necessitated 
neglecting other duties, I now find it d iffi­
cult to readjust to regular study habits 
and pastoral visitation. Any suggestions 
for help in this psychological problem?
Pastors, w hat do y o u  say? W rite you r opinions. 
I f  published , a $3.00 book  cred it w ill b e given . 
N ot o v e r  200 w ords, please.
MAY, 1964
"H o ly  Ghost, 
w ith Light D iv ine " (1817)
Praise and W orship  H ym nal, No. 73
Authorship
The hymns of Dr. Andrew Reed have 
been described as “plain and practical.” 
However, after a century and a half there 
are several that are well known and 
sung throughout the world. This fact is 
all the more interesting and significant 
since, by the author’s benevolent spirit 
and activities, several hospitals and or­
phanages were established in England. 
It was said that for these (hospitals and 
orphanages) he would be “ longer re­
membered than by his literary publica­
tions.”
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Rev. Andrew Reed was born in Lon­
don in 1787 and educated for the Con­
gregational ministry at Hackney College. 
His doctor of divinity degree was re­
ceived at Yale University in America. 
He was pastor of the New Road Chapel, 
St. George’s-in-the-East, and the W y- 
cliffe Chapel, which he established in 
1830. He died in 1862.
The Hymn Tune: “Mercy”
C o m p o s e r : Louis Moreau Gottschalk 
(1829-69) (arr. by Edwin P. 
Parker, 1836-1925).
Louis M. Gottschalk was an American 
pianist and composer who is responsible 
for having written a piano selection en­
titled “The Last Hope.” It was from this 
number that the hymn tune “Mercy” was 
arranged by Rev. Edwin P. Parker. The 
name “Mercy” was the result of the 
tune’s early association with the Wesley 
hymn “Depth of Mercy, Can It Be?” 
Edwin P. Parker, pastor of the Second 
Church of Christ in Hartford, Connecti­
cut, was the writer of many hymns and 
the editor of a number of hymnals.
q J *  I D E A S
THAT WORK
Raising the Budgets
M y  f i r s t  y e a r  in pastoral work I failed 
to pay my budgets in full. I was green 
and inexperienced and didn’t quite re­
alize the extent of God’s power when 
linked with the ability of the church.
Needless to say, I had to hang my head 
at the district assembly as I gave my 
report in front of that big general and 
all the people. As I stood there I had to 
confess, in all fairness to my people, that 
the fault was mine, but promising that 
the next year the fault would have to be 
the people’s.
The next step was to get on my knees 
before God and confess my helplessness 
and ask for divine assistance. As always, 
He was right there to help. I listened 
carefully to a plan that came into being 
from that moment.
I drew up a large poster diagram 
showing the months of the year hori­
zontally. Down the left side of the poster 
I listed all budgets and each month’s ap­
portionment, including the General Bud­
get. I presented this to the church board 
with the request that we take the first 
$12.00 of each week’s church income and 
apply it to all district budgets. Being a 
conscientious board they objected at first, 
fearing that the pastor’s salary would be 
short at times. I explained to them that 
if the district expenses were not met 
properly I could not be clear in accepting 
my salary. It was purely a step of faith, 
for both the board and myself, as I am 
not financially independent to say the 
least.
There came a time in the dead of 
winter (around tax time) when finances 
became scarce. The $12.00 was there, but 
the pastor’s salary began to run a little 
short each week.
The wise and faithful stewards of the 
church board learned of this and began 
a telephone campaign to correct it and 
followed up by getting in their cars and 
going around to the members and taking 
up an offering. (God bless those ladies!) 
As a result the pastor’s salary was made 
up in just a day or so, and he even 
realized gifts over and above. Apparently 
this had been God’s way of testing our 
faith. For from that day on, both the 
budgets and the pastor’s salary were met.
The next year we raised the amount of 
the initial deduction to $14.00 per week 
to take care of budget increases. And 
this past year we raised the initial de­
duction to $17.00 per week to include 
the N.M.B.F. assessment.
This budget poster has a prominent 
position in the foyer of the church, so 
that all can see it. As each month is 
paid it is blacked out, so that everyone 
can see at a glance just where we stand.
God has blessed us for this. We have 
seen several improvements on our church 
building such as a new tile floor for the 
sanctuary, a new stoker for the church, 
and a complete remodeling of our Sun­
day school classrooms. We are debt-free. 
To God be the glory!
R i c h a r d  J. R a m s e y  
Velva, North Dakota
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The Bravest Battle That 
Ever Was Fought
The bravest battle that ever was 
fought;
Shall I tell you where and when?
On the maps of the world you will 
find it not;
It was fought by the mothers of men.
Not with cannon or battle shot,
With sword or nobler pen;
Not with eloquent word or thought 
From the wonderful minds of men;
But deep in a walled-up woman’s heart 
A woman that would not yield,
But bravely and patiently bore her 
part;
Lo! there is the battlefield.
No marshalling troops, no bivouac song 
No banner to gleam and wave;
But, oh, these battles they last so long 
From babyhood to the grave!
But faithful still as a bridge of stars 
She fights in her walled-up town; 
Fights on, and on, in the endless wars; 
Then silent, unseen, goes down!
Ho! ye with banners and battle shot, 
With soldiers to shout and praise,
I tell you the kingliest victories fought 
Are fought in these silent ways.
— J o a q u i n  M il l e r  in  
Masterpieces of Religious Verse
For Mother’s Day
Woman is the salvation or the destruc­
tion of the family. She carries its destiny 
in the folds of her mantle.—H e n r i  F r e d ­
e r ic  A m i e i ,.
The woman who creates and sustains 
a home, and under whose hands children 
grow up to be strong and pure men and 
women, is a creator second only to God. 
— H e l e n  H u n t  J a c k s o n .
Home is a mighty test of character. 
What you are at home you are every­
where, whether you demonstrate it or 
not.—T h o m a s  D eW i t t  T a l m a d g e .
When home is ruled according to God’s 
word, angels might be asked to stay with 
us, and they would not find themselves 
out of their element.— C h a r l e s  H a d d o n  
S p u r g e o n .
From subtle love of softening things, 
From easy choices, weakenings,
Not thus are spirits fortified,
Not this way went the Crucified.
From all that dims Thy Calvary,
O Lamb of God, deliver me.
—Am y Carmichael
The dramatic and the significant are not 
always synonymous.
—Samuel Young
Some people use words to express 
thought, some to conceal thought, and 
some instead of thought.
—Contributed by N e l s o n  G. M i n k
A Mother’s Reward
I do not ask that you repay 
The hours of toil and pain.
The sacrifice of youth and strength 
Shall not have been in vain.
I do no ask for gratitude 
But only this, my child,
That you shall live your life so well 
My gifts be not defiled.
The nights I watched beside your crib, 
The years of love and care 
Will amply be repaid if once
I see you standing there—
An upright and an honest soul 
On whom success has smiled,
That I may say with humble pride— 
“THAT is my child!”
— O n a  F r e e m a n  L a t h r o p  in 
Masterpieces of Religious Verse
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AMONG* B O O K S  *
The Dynamics of Christian Unity Manual of Christian Youth Work
Mooneyham, W. Stanley, Editor, Zonder- 
van Publishing House, 1963; 116 pp.; 
paper, $1.00; cloth, $2.50
Here is an able symposium on the 
current ecumenical movement, written 
by six conservative scholars: Dr. Vernon 
Grounds, president of Conservative Bap­
tist Theological Seminary, Denver; Dr. 
Arnold Olson, president of the Evangel­
ical Free Church of America, Minneapo­
lis; Dr. Earle E. Cairns, professor of 
history and chairman of the department 
of history at Wheaton College; Dr. Clyde 
W. Taylor, director of public affairs of 
the National Association of Evangelicals 
and executive secretary of the Evangel­
ical Foreign Missions Association, Wash­
ington, D.C.; Dr. George L. Ford, general 
director of the N.A.E.; and Rev. W. Stan­
ley Mooneyham, editor of United Evan­
gelical Action.
In his Introduction, Sherwood E. Wirt 
claims that this is the first “full-dress 
effort . . .  to deal definitively with the 
subject of unity from a clear-cut evan­
gelical point of view.” This therefore is 
a more important volume than the 
modest paper cover would suggest.
The contributors attempt to explore 
the requirements of a sound ecumenism 
from every standpoint: the biblical, the­
ological, historical, and practical. Then- 
basic contention is that unity which is 
organizational only, achieved at the ex­
pense of Christian doctrine and biblical 
authority, cannot be that true spiritual 
unity for which Jesus prayed, and which 
does and must characterize the true 
Church.
This book is not against organizational 
mergers or denominational oneness, as 
such, as the reviewer in Christianity To­
day (Dec. 6, 1963) seemed to think. It 
only maintains that denominational plur­
alism, though far from ideal, is infinitely 
better than either outright heresy or 
theological neutralism.—R. S. T.
Bill and Ena Pethybridge, Bethany Fel­
lowship, Inc., 1963, $1.50
Adult leaders of children and teens 
will find here a helpful treatment of the 
many facets of youth work. A  sound 
approach to the necessity of “balance” 
in youth planning, that it might include 
spiritual leadership and social develop­
ment, is presented. Guidance on varied 
techniques for reaching youth—present­
ing the message and leading them to a 
personal experience—is explored. There 
are practical suggestions for keeping 
youth vitally interested with specific ref­
erence to youth camps, midweek meet­
ings, youth crusades, Bible classes, etc. 
Careful attention is given to the task and 
responsibilities of the youth worker, and 
to methods to be employed in carrying 
out his objectives.
— J e r r o l d  K e t n e r
Israel and the Nations
Bruce, Frederick F., Grand Rapids, 
Michigan; Wm. B. Eerdmans, 1963, $3.95 
To conservatives, the name Bruce sig­
nifies exceptional scholarship coupled 
with a profound appreciation for the tra­
ditional faith. As Ryland’s professor of 
biblical criticism and exegesis in the 
University of Manchester and as a bril­
liant and productive writer, Bruce com­
mands respect from the whole communi­
ty of biblical scholars.
Israel and the Nations attempts to trace 
the history of ancient Israel from the 
Exodus to the fall of Jerusalem i n  a .d . 70. 
To achieve his objective of demonstrating 
the continuity of the nation, the author 
makes full use, not only of the Hebrew 
Bible, but of extra-biblical material, such 
as the works of secular historians and 
contemporary inscriptions which archae­
ology has uncovered. By masterful colla­
tion of available sources, Bruce exposes 
what is distinctive in Israel’s life and
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spirit and answers the question: “And 
how does it come about that the God of 
Israel continues to be worshipped by 
millions of people in every one of the 
earth’s continents?”
Israel’s history is more or less set in a 
Toynbee framework of challenge and re­
sponse. At innumerable points Israel was 
confronted by the culture of the greater 
and mightier nations surrounding her, 
and the history written here is a record 
of her response. This means that Israel 
did not live in isolation. Hence, as Bruce 
declares, the subject of this book is not 
“ Israel in isolation, but Israel and the 
Nations.”
While this volume might have more 
value to the minister if it offered an 
interpretation of the religion of Israel, 
yet it is immensely worthwhile in that 
it presents the kind of background which 
is necessary for proper and effective in­
terpretation of the message of the Old 
and New Testaments.
— W i l l a r d  H. T a y l o r
The Clergyman’s Fact Book
Edited by Vincent Y. Landis (New York: 
M. Evans and Company, Inc., 1963. 311 
pages, index. Cloth bound $4.95).
This is a very practical volume for the 
pastor’s desk and frequent reference. It 
is packed with vital information in the 
following fields: population, education, 
social welfare, economy, United States 
government, international relations, and 
religion. Most of this information is 
relevant directly or indirectly to the in­
terests and needs of clergymen. For the 
most part it appears to be unbiased by 
any particular propaganda view and 
seeks to give facts and sources. In all 
of the relevant areas the essential infor­
mation is given plus names and addresses 
where further information can be se­
cured. The pastor who likes to back up 
his sermonic points with statistical facts 
will find this a gold mine. Also there 
is sufficient resource material here for 
the writer who desires to develop articles 
on interesting issues for publication. 
Then many times the pastor finds himself 
in a counseling situation, requiring in­
formation concerning laws and proced­
ures which he needs to find quickly. It 
very possibly will be in this book. For 
instance, does he know the legal mini­
mum marriage age in his state, does he 
know what the law says about the rights 
of conscientious objectors, does he know 
the names and addresses of important 
social welfare agencies, does he have 
handy the exact wording of the Supreme 
Court decision on Bible reading and the 
Lord’s Prayer in public schools, and 
does he know the vital statistics of his 
sister denominations? All of these ques­
tions plus many more are answered in 
this volume and are arranged for quick 
ready reference.
R. S. T.
The Sermon on the Mount
(Continued from page 37)
the Sermon on the Mount is an unrealiz­
able ideal—beautiful but impossible. 
No nation has ever put these principles 
into practice, for there never has been 
a Christian nation in the fullest sense 
of the word. But when a soul has re­
ceived the Holy Spirit, he has within 
his own heart the dynamic which makes 
obedience to these laws not only possible, 
but imperative.
5. The Process
Before taking up the actual words of 
this address, it will help us to notice how 
Jesus unfolds His portrait of what a true 
Christian really is. He begins with 
character. What we are matters most of 
all. Therefore He says repeatedly in the 
opening sentences, “Blessed are.”  From 
there He proceeds to influence. Here He 
uses the illustrations of salt and light. 
What we are will determine the character 
and potency of our influence. Then Jesus 
enlarges upon conduct. This takes up the 
major portion of the address. Character 
must be translated into terms of every­
day conduct in the ordinary happenings 
of life. He concludes with warnings con­
cerning destiny. Character and conduct 
will decide destiny. Let us carefully and 
prayerfully seek to assimilate these 
matchless words.
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m o v i n g
MOVING
Don’t Forget Your NAZARENE PREACHER—
Do Not Miss an Issue. The Post Office Will Not 
Forward Copies Unless You Pay Extra Post­
age. SO PLEASE— at Least Six Weeks Before 
You Move, Send Us Your New Address, In­
cluding Zip Code, Your Old Address, and a 
Label from a Back Issue.
Compassionate Hearts
(Continued from  page 15)
best in terms of a growing, compas­
sionate heart.
You are God’s sculptor in molding 
the souls of men into creatures that 
will adorn the gospel. If Michelange­
lo had possessed a camera, chances 
are that he would have been so busy 
snapping pictures of things that he 
would have had little or no time to 
develop the great masterpieces of art 
which came from his hand. The avo­
cations and substitutes which clutter 
so much of the minister’s time are 
apt to displace his primary task. In­
stead of producing beautiful souls 
who will adorn the temple of the Lord 
as “ lively stones,” he is turning out 
only mediocre work.
Compassion is the genius of a grow­
ing ministry. It loves deeply and sin­
cerely. It seeks only to bless and to 
build. The great apostle in his letter 
to the Thessalonians said: “But we 
were gentle among you, even as a 
nurse cherisheth her children: so be­
ing affectionately desirous of you, we 
were willing to have imparted unto 
you, not the gospel of God only, but 
also our own souls, because ye were 
dear unto us” (I Thess. 2: 7-8).
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Cooperation and united action 
may be attained as an art, but fel­
lowship is a product of grace.
Gleanings . . .
(Continued from page 38)
“Evil Speaking”
In the Greek this is blasphemia, from 
which we get “blasphemy.” The word 
literally means “railing” or “slander.” 
When used of slandering God it is tech­
nically called “blasphemy.” But here it 
means “slander” or “ abusive speech,” 
what is hurtful to the reputation of 
others.
“Malice”
The Greek word is kakia, from the 
adjective kakos, “bad.” It is defined by 
Abbott-Smith as meaning “wickedness, 
depravity, malignity.” 1'1 Eadie says: 
“Kakia is a generic term, and seems to 
signify what we sometimes call in com­
mon speech bad-heartedness, the root of 
all those vices.” 14
Forgiving Freely
In contrast to the carnal characteris­
tics of verse 31, Paul suggests the proper 
spiritual attitude to take toward those 
who have wronged us (v. 32). We are to 
be “kind” and “tenderhearted,” “ for­
giving” others as God has “ forgiven” us.
The verb is charizomai. It comes from 
charts, “grace.” So it means “forgive 
freely,” graciously, not grudgingly. That 
is the way God has forgiven us; so that 
is the way we should forgive others.
“For Christ’s sake” is simply en Christo 
“ in Christ.” It is only in Christ that we 
have this gracious forgiveness from God.
aThayer, L ex ico n , p. 628.
2L ex ic o n , p. 831.
3W illiam  F. B eck , T he N ew  T estam ent in the  
Language o f  T oday  (St. L ou is : C oncord ia  P u b ­
lishing H ouse, 1963), p. 342.
40p. cit., p. 568.
r,EGT, III, 347.
cEphesians, p. 352.
7EGT, III, 347.
*Op. cit., p. 353.
»B. F. W estcott, Saint Paul’s Epistle to the 
Ephesians (G rand R ap ids: W m . B. Eerdm ans 
P ublish ing Co., 1950 [re p r in t ]) , p. 74.
10Op. cit., p. 357.
11 Synonym s, p. 131.
,2Op. cit., p. 358.
13L ex ico n , p. 227. 
u Op. cit., p. 358.
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AMONG OURSELVES
Over one and a half new churches each week were organized 
during the fiscal year 1962-63 (p. 30) . . .  By forty-one out of our 
seventy-one districts . . . Wish we could say this was net, but it 
was not . . .  With the dropping of thirty-eight churches the gain 
becomes less than one per week . . . Obviously assimilation and 
conservation are as important as evangelism . . . The big horti- 
culturalists guarantee that every  plant will grow or money will 
be refunded . . . Every D.S. would like to find such a guarantee 
for infant churches . . . But sometimes the scraggly plant stuck 
in poor soil thrives and the “ healthy” plant withers and dies . . . 
And everyone is a bit puzzled . . .  W e have to keep plugging (or 
planting) the best we can, remembering that, no matter how 
carefully we may plant and water, it is God that gives the increase 
(I Cor. 3:6)  . . . And of course some of the churches dropped 
didn’t represent home mission failure but old age . . . But still 
there is, other things being equal, a correlation between good 
nurture and sound growth . . . But good nurture requires good 
leadership . . . Which gets us right back to the right man in the 
right place . . . Partly, of course, this is a problem of the man 
finding his right place . . .  As did Roger Winans among the 
Aguaruna Indians . . . That he left his mark is proved by the 
fact that a letter addressed to Roger Winans, Peru, will reach a 
post office by that name (p. 17) . . . W e can leave our mark in 
another part of the world— New Guinea . . . $150,000 for a new 
hospital there is not much for all of us, but too much for a few  . . . 
Therefore all should share in the joy . . . Many pastors will get a 
real thrill out of preparing a missionary message for May 3, when 
the offering is to be taken (pp. 24-25) . . . Setting aside May 3-10 
as National Family W eek is an admission that earnest thought 
needs to be given to the strengthening of family life . . . Christian 
homes are in danger of the subtle infiltration of the disintegrat­
ing, centrifugal forces of our day . . . Nazarenes should be in the 
lead here . . . To be well armed, why not send pronto for the 
Family Life Packet? (p. 27) . . . The family you save may be 
your own.
Until next month,
H i ■ *
Harmonize with the
architecture of your church
ILLUM INATED
CHURCH of the NAZARENE
SIGN
IT’S OF THE FINEST—skillfully con­
structed of molded plexiglass with royal 
blue lettering painted from the inside, 
standing in bold relief against a white 
corrugated background.
The two identical panels are firmly in­
cased by a heavy-duty aluminum frame. 
Three high-output fluorescent tubes 
(easily replaceable from one end) pro­
vide a brilliant, even glow, visible at 
night for a long distance.
F L A N  Y O U R  O W N  S E T T IN G — w h a tev er  the 
architectural them e o f  y o u r  ch u rch  this sign 
can be easily adapted  to harm onize .  I l lustra­
tions at right sh ow  just a few  possibilit ies.
CUSTOM-MADE—the name of your 
church may appear (also in relief) across 
the top in either script or square letter­
ing. Should this not be desired, “Church 
of the Nazarene” can be appropriately 
spaced to make a well-balanced appear­
ance.
A  3-inch O.D. metal pipe through center 
for maximum support extends 12” at bot­
tom with wiring ready for installation. 
Nonbreakable . . . weather-resistant . . . 
top quality . . . 3 x 5  feet, 9 inches wide. 
Allow four weeks for delivery. Shipping 
charge extra from Temple, Texas.
A  $250 investment that 
will prove its worth for years!
Produced locally, could cost approximately $600.
ORDER BY NUMBER SI-396
Price slightly higher in Canada
ELIM INATE your sign problems with 
this distinctive ILLU M IN A TED  
"Church of the Nazarene” Sign
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